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Editorial 

That such a king should play bo-peep, 
And go the fools among. 

Some things somehow remain. This, I discover, is especially true of Presi
dency College. The old walls and the wrought iron gates, the austere Doric 
of the clock tower and the flamboyant Ionic of the Baker Laboratories, the 
oils in the great Library and the sparkling college green, all remain, if only 
to lift and drop a question on our plate - is that all that remains? 

We have lost so much and made gains so different from our losses that 
any comparison is utterly meaningless. What we have lost in spirit, feeling 
and temper, we have made up with growing numbers and Coca Cola Nites, 
websites and 'Presi'-ness, big words and bullying, a little learning and an 
overwhelming banality. This is, perhaps, an exaggeration. And that, inciden
tally, is not the purpose of this editorial. The point is only to make ourselves 
clear. 

What surprises one, sometimes, is that our name still sells, and that it 
sells often for the wrong reasons, leaves one a little sad. Baser manufacture 
has followed a golden past. The only thing we have learnt, and learnt well, 
is to sell ourselves. We have not been born out of our purple and gold past; 
we have appropriated it. We know the words but miss the meaning; and we 
are not even conscious of this. Presidency College never ceases to surprise 
one. 

The important thing to know about Presidency College is that it is hardly 
a college with a difference any longer. Unseemly grief and obtrusive shock 
at this can both be written off as namby pamby. The truth that matters, it 
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seems to me at least, is that all we are trying to learn here are particular 
subjects, according to sterile, prescribed syllabi. In doing this we are missing 
out on the more enduring lessons Presidency College has been teaching its 
pupils for so many generations now. To begin with, a stint at Presidency 
College has meant, and should still mean, much more than a good degree 
and spells of illicit doping; it has been, and should still be, an exercise in, 
what a late alumnus and teacher called, tidy thinking and lucid expression. 
Oscar Wilde, writing from Reading Gaol, rebuked Bosie for not having 
acquired the Oxford temper, in a tone so noble and tragic as to defy definition. 
We could do much the same to each other for having almost completely 
lost the ability 'to play gracefully with ideas'. Talking of things Presidencian, 
it would not be entirely out of place here to remember a certain Horatian 
dictum which is particularly true of the genius of our college : it is easy to 
be original; if is far more difficult to establish one's private rights on common 
ground, to stick to the beaten path and yet find one's way to originality. 

Enough said, though. We started out by dipping our pen in gall. Now that 
we have been through, what was at its worst, an area of darkness and, at 
best, a twittering world of shadows, we can afford ourselves the luxury of 
letting our hair down. Admittedly, Presidency College is a rather wonky 
seminary today; but it is also other things besides. Here, laughter and the 
many sounds of youth ring in the great quadrangle at noon; fresh, shining 
but hesitant faces first seen in mid-autumn acquire a lambent, assuring glow 
by early winter. Here, to be merry is to burst into song. 

And this, indeed, is the time to make merry. For we survive, willy-nilly, 
as jolly candidates for a brave, new world. So, "another cup of wine — and 
while that turncoat bell, that just now mournfully chanted the obsequies of 
the past departed, with changed notes lustily rings in a successor— where 
be those puling fears of death, just now expressed or affected? Passed like 
a cloud— And now another cup of the generous! and a merry New Year, 
and many of them to you all, my masters!".* 

Riddhi Sankar Ray 

Charles Lamb : New Year's Eve in The Essays of Elia 



EDITORIAL 

II 

Love left me stranded at the station, 
And the last train's gone by, 
What was once holy water. 
Tastes like bitter wine. 

The coeval bard Jon Bon Jovi waxed lyrical in despair. It is perhaps apposite 
to vicariously empathise in introspection about our ethos. In other words, life 
here is an existential trap. A lucid characterization of the trap is forthcoming 
from the Utilitarian oracle John Stuart Mill. "Men lose their high aspirations 
as they lose their intellectual tastes because they have not time or opportunity 
for indulging them; and they addict themselves to inferior pleasures not 
because they deliberately prefer them, but becguse they are either the only 
ones to which they have access or the only ones they are capable of 
enjoying", illustrations endure. The tepid commiseration to the college 
cyclone relief fund for the calamity ravaged people of Orissa pales into 
oblivion in contrast to the passionate nationalism induced by the Pakistani 
siege of the barren Kargil mountains. 

As the Mahatma used to say, we have to tijm the searchlight inwards. 
It is no use blaming politicians or the state. We live in a democracy within 
and without the College. The politics of apolitic§, is nothing but narcissistic 
gratification. And that calls for the new millennium survival kit. Nifty con
traception and network computers. The latter is on the anvil at the Presicom. 
The computer club for Presidencians ushers the college into the information 
age. 

A pragmatic dedication to the liberal Presidency is the panacea to our 
predicament. And to be enamoured by a dream. The dream of autonomy. 
Amen. 

Lincoln Roy 



Leaves are falling 
Amalanjyoti Das 
Third Year, English 

Discolouring the radio-active weeds. 
Yet in another place, at another time 
Someone (or was it Something?) 
Opened the musty burnt pages of history: 
It cries, it smiles, it dreams of 
Toy soldiers on puppet chains. 

Leaves are falling, dear Lida, 
Falling through the morn and night. 
Hold the candle close 
So I mistake not your face. 
I've spent my soul, run my race. 
Now, I'm sick and comatose. 
Over-used love, like dead leaves 
Dream weary in their deep bed. 
Agitates. Yet Lida, do not grieve, 
I shall be perfect when I'm dead. 

Nuclear Puppets 
Sanchari Sur 
Second Year, Sociology 

When beneath the old bridge 
Blood had flowed. 
We hoped not for a flood 
But a bed of weeds-
And so it was; 
Blood soiled weeds ; 
Now, nothing but remnants 
In our scarlet memories. 
Ourselves, we thought, wiser; 
The blood shed a testament 
To our shattered minds and souls : 
A blotter to the animal perspective 
Of our dual beings. 
We walked beyond a deceiving mist of 

delusions 
But the light was dazzling, 
And we ended in a maze of slimy stagnation 
Where tracks ran in circles; not straight lines. 
We trudged on the path of Nemesis 
To destination Catastrophe 
With disdainful hearts and binary minds. 
Beneath the old bridge blood had flowed 

' 'On that day . . / ' 
From Rupasi Bangia, Jibananda Das 
Translated by Dr. Manjubhash Mitra 

' C^ l¥^ ^ " ^ W^ ̂ J<I ̂ =TtWt ^ ' 

On that day this meadow will not be silent I know 
This river under the stars 
Will go on dreaming even that day 
The desire for golden dreams never ends on this 

earth! 
Because I will go away 
Will not the flower of chalta be wet with dew 
Wafting in soft waves of fragrance? 
Will not the owl of Lakhsmi sing for its Lakhsmi? 
The desire for golden dreams never ends on this 

earth ! 

Calm lamps everywhere-wet smell-faint din 
and bustle 

The crossing boats have anchored close 
near the emerging river bed ; 

These stories of the earth will remain for ever ; 
Assyria is dust today, Babylon has turned to 

cinder. 

The Wild Duck 
Buno Hansa, Jibananda Das 
Translated by Dr Manjubhash Mitra 

The grey wing of the owl flutters towards the stars 
Leaves the wetland answering the moon's call 

afar 
The wild duck spreads her wings - I hear thv 

whizzing dosh 



THE QUEEN 

One two three four-so many-numerous 
On this side of night, 

flapping their wings 
Quickening like the sound of engines ; they are 

running -running 
After that remains the vast sky and the star's 

motion 
Duck's body odour-one or two ducks of the 

imagination 
The mind remembers the long lost face of 

Arunima Sanyal of mofussil towns 
May they fly forever silently in Pous as moonlight 

fills 
They are all ducks of the imagination -after all 

sounds, ail colours fade 
May they fly, fly in the silent moonlight of the 

heart - endless. 

(These poems are published to mark the birth 
centenary of Jibananda Das, the eminent modern 
Bengali poet) 

The Oueen 
Amalanjyotl Das 
Third Year, English 

That the queen should paint the dawn 
With the juice of her sweet smile 
Was the moth of hope blown in the lawn 
Where young men gathered, come distant 

miles. 
Knee-deep in expectation wild 
Breathless we stood awaiting the sun; 
A fresh lad got her roses at a run 
And the queen laughed a delighted child. 
Then came the king with his warlike train. 
Sprinkled bitter pollens of good bye, 
For who is to love with dread in vein 
And all our heart brooks soon ran dry. 



Geography and Trade 
Dr. S. Bhaumik 
Alumnus and Teacher, Economics 

Geography for a long time determined the 
course of development of the analytical body 
of the theory of international trade - particu
larly its pattern and basis. By Geography we 
mean a given set of a certain space in nature 
with all the peculiarities in terms of climate, 
soil condition, water resources, mineral depos
its, and the human beings working and living 
on it for their subsistence and well-being. In 
the course of working on this set with the help 
of their tools, labour and intelligence, they 
were able to produce goods which they ex
changed for others which they were not dis
posed to produce with inhabitants of another 
set for gain or utility. In the process, the pe
culiarity of each set gave or imbued its prod
ucts with a certain attribute or character based 
on the attribute peculiar to that set. And na
tions started on maximizing through trade or 
exchange the gains or utility stemming from 
geographic difference. Much of the Classical 
Theory of Comparative Advantage-especially 
the portion formulated by David Ricardo', may 
be attributed to this origin. And according to 
his line of thinking, one country may produce 
wine much better than the other producing 
calicoes, and by exchanging them may im
prove upon their previous position of well-
being. This essay seeks to establish that this 
geographic determinism of trade is as much 
relevant today as it was in 1817. 

The Interval : The focus of economists 
underwent a series of significant changes over 
time. Though economists consider their sub
ject as an important branch of social science-
analysing in the process the behaviour of social 
members with reference to money and prices 
in their everyday business of life, the primary 

accent always had been and is the maximiza
tion of selfishness, taken individually or collec
tively. 

Consequently, as A. P. Lerner- once said : 
"What economists economize is love". When 
you economize on love you do otherwise else
where. We look for economies that flow from 
material comparison of costs and prices across 
commodities and countries. Though geogra
phy still retained some semblance of control 
on such cost differences, the accent became 
relaxed, qualified, and somewhat compromised 
in favour of economic categories which harped 
on material gains or losses. 

With new ideas and experiences obtained 
from observation of market conditions, orga
nization of industry and development of sci
ence and technology therein, economists found 
that geographic difference does not explain 
everything of trade. This is because when two 
nations are identical in geographic endowment 
of resources or factors, in the tastes of their 
people, and even in terms of technology de
velopment, they still can gain by trading with 
each other. Hence geographic difference has 
its limits. According to authors formulating the 
new theory of international trade, the answer 
may lie in economies of scale and their exploi
tation. These economies have their origin in 
the development of 'Own' assets and resources 
by firms- the calculated use of which endow 
them with certain competitive advantages, over 
their rivals- domestic and international. So 
long as the firms can and are able to confine 
to themselves or internalize the benefits stem
ming from such assets, they continue to hold 
their sway over international exchange and 
investment. The assets offering these eco-
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nomies are capable of multiple uses at mul
tiple stages or levels of production, and on 
multiple locations. As they are produced and 
developed under private property, they do not 
lose their ownership by original firms even 
when they cross the borders of another nation. 
Hence there took place a significant shift in 
thinking on the basis of trade away from nature 
and geography to human contrivance and cal
culation. 

Return to Geography : A seminal paper 
by Robert Mundell,' published in the American 
Economic Review in 1957, created a stir in 
traditional trade theory. This theory assumed 
that what nations exchange are goods and not 
their factors of production. The latter were 
assumed to remain in their respective loca
tions. Mundell held that if this assumption 
could be relaxed and factors of production 
made mobile internationally, then the purpose 
of trade could be served in an alternative way. 
And factors of production could be made mobile 
by reducing tariff or transport costs imposed 
by nations to suit their particular objectives. 
When this is done, nations having scarcity in 
the supply of certain factors and also looking 
for them, could avail themselves of these 
factors in quantities and proportions deter
mined by their demand and production re
quirements. In this way, mobility of factors 
would substitute for mobility in commodities 
between and among nations. Thus factor 
mobility would achieve exactly what mobility 
of goods internationally or through interna
tional trade, used to accomplish or was ex
pected to do. 

However, the important point here is not 
only the substitution of factors for goods, but 
the implication one reads in this, if factors 
coulftbe made mobile internationally, then one 
can move away from the traditional notion of 
a given geographic location-oriented organiza
tion of production for export and specialization, 
and hence trade, to organization of production 
for the above purpose or any other purpose, 
anywhere in the globe, by ordering the re
quired amount of factor supply. We quote, "It 
makes no difference in which country a com

modity is produced... if supply functions are 
independent of the distribution of factor en
dowments." 

This is exactly what multinational firms do 
^ when they set on organizing their production 

and trade. Dispersal of production across 
countries and use of the particular assets in 
them, holding in fact the ownership of the 
assets, are the two basic tenets of the multi
national trade of firms. The first is adhered to 
take advantage of relative cheapness of com
parable locations determined by geography. 
The second follows from the private property 
concept of asset development. If the first 
condition does not exist to begin with, firms are 
able to make them amenable. That is, firms 
are able to change factor prices in their chosen 
locations by either pressurizing the host coun
tries/locations where they intend to pperate or 
by influencing international institutions. 

it is the latter that is being consistently 
practised by multinational firms ever since 
their emergence in a big way after the Second 
War in fact, it would be more correct to say 
that firms are representing their respective 
nations in pursuing and achieving what the 
latter did in their heyday in exploring and 
exploiting new areas. We quote Stephen 
Hymer\ " The industries in which international 
operations occur are often industries in which 
international trade was or is important." New 
institutions and ideas have been created for 
this purpose. Reference can be made to Gen
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT in 
short). Ever since the first round of talks on 
tariff reduction in 1948, this international body 
met eight times (the last being at Punta del 
Este in Uruguay in 1986) as a ministerial 
conference. It achieved more than 90 per cent 
tariff-cuts till the World Trade Organization 
came to replace it in 1995. 

For Whom the Bell Tolls ? It is a fact that 
the success of GATT was confined to items 
that we broadly refer to as final goods. An 
important item on which significant portions of 
world trade has taken place in the contem
porary period is the intermediate good- which 
is doubtless a finished good but not a final 
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good. This item does not become the property 
of the importing nation the moment it crosses 
the border of the country which develops it. 
Nor is its utility destroyed after a single use-
because it is not a final good. It can be used 
and re-used umpteen times at different levels 
of production and stages over multiple spaces 
or locations. It is this particular i tem- the 
intermediate good, that is the stock-in-trade of 
multinational firms and business, and whose 
ownership and benefits are retained by numer
ous measures of internalization (the most talked 
about being Patent Right). And it is this item 
which has escaped the glare of GATT and its 
tariff-cutting enthusiasm. Hence there is little 
or no tariff on these items. Thus GATT by 
bypassing deliberately or otherwise these items, 
has directly assisted the multinational firms to 
not only retain their share of world trade gains, 
but also to augment them over time. 

To the extent that the above development 
is a fact, more and more area will come under 
the ambit of multinational business, experienc
ing greater mobility in factors of production-
especially capital. One might jump to the con
clusion and say that it must have improved the 
lot of the capital-poor third world countries. 
The current accent on capital account convert
ibility is a case in point. But hold yourself. The 

mobility in factors is always in response and 
in relation to objective economic incentives. 
Hence the factors (especially capital and tech
nology) that we might have in our economy 
may only stay for a while and move away in 
a hurry for locations considered more lucra
tive. On the other hand, the created or 'ma
nipulated' mobility in factors achieved by glo
bal firms by pressurizing international institu
tions are not so short-lived in its effect. They 
will continue to draw upon these factors even 
by bending or mending national laws. Geog
raphy will become the first casualty because 
it offers itself without any condition and also 
because it can neither move nor speak. At the 
same time, geography vindicates herself. That 
nations or their firms when they speak of trade 
or production, or the other way round, have to 
speak in terms of location or locations in a 
certain geography, is her reply. 

References: 

1) Ricardo, David : Principles of Political Economy 
and Taxation (1817). 

2) Lerner, A.P. ; Biography 
3) Mundell, R.: American Economic Review (1957) 
4) Hymer, S. : international Operations of National 

Firms. 



In Defence Of Economists 
Siddhartha Bandopadhyay 
Alumnus (1991-94), Economics 

Ever since I tool< up tiie study of Economics 
I iiave been facing numerous comments and 
questions from various people, most of whom 
have, at best, only the faintest notion of what 
makes up the fundamentals of this social 
science. I believe my experience is by no 
means unique -friends, colleagues and asso
ciates tell me that the person who has no 
comment to make on Economics is indeed 
rare. 

The most common allegation that people 
make is that the economist (and by inference 
the subject itself) has made no useful contri
bution to society- as people put it, our predic
tions are all wrong. I am not entirely convinced 
that the usefulness of a subject should be 
judged by its predictive power- in fact, such 
comments seem to indicate that forecasting is 
the only substantive role of the economist. 
One may as well demand that economists be 
replaced by soothsayers! 

Incidentally, I do not wish to enter the de
bate about our success (or the lack of it) in 
forecasting events. It would take me into a 
debate where the general reader (for whom 
this is intended) may wonder where he has 
been led. I have no wish to revive opinions 
about the dryness of the subject by presenting 
a whole bunch of statistical counter-evidence. 
Let us at least bury the notion of Economics, 
being the "dismal science". I may mention in 
passing that most governments and industries 
do not seem to share the low opinion that the 
laity has of the predictive ability of economists. 

Without attempting to offer a general ex
planation of the reasons behind Economics 
(and economists) having to suffer at the hands 
of the general public, it may be worthwhile to 
try and trace how this became part of the 

common man's parlance in India. And for that 
we need to briefly recapitulate recent history. 
The impact of liberalisation on the Indian 
economy has not been uniform. Ever since Dr. 
Manmohan Singh began his programme of 
'stabilisation and structural reforms' economists 
have come to the forefront of the public eye. 
And unlike the physical or the natural scientist 
whose worth is never questioned by the com
mon man, economists have begun to face the 
sceptre of public criticism, something which till 
recently was the exclusive misfortune of the 
creative artist. While that was in no way his 
aim, the greatest contribution of our ex-Fi
nance Minister seems to be the demystifying 
of the subject! 

This, of course, does not mean most people 
still do not considerthe economist to be some
what similar to accountants and men of com
merce. I have even heard it said that it is a 
ladies' subject- it is my belief that the person 
who said so was confusing Economics with 
Home Science! 

Having come this far I must risk boring the 
reader by briefly outlining what I believe con
stitutes the core of Economics. Textbooks 
normally use definitions which label Econom
ics as the study of how best to 'allocate scarce 
resources among competing, alternate uses'. 
If normative judgements are to be made it 
would point out that funding project X would 
lead to a denial of project Y. A vast majority 
of economists believe that the role of the 
economist should end there. The actual choice 
of how resources should be allocated is not in 
the realm of Economics. The economist should 
merely clinically assess the likely consequences 
of alternate allocation and refrain from fnaking 
value judgements. 

9 
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This position, to my mind, is unnecessarily 
restrictive and indeed when studying underde
velopment where issues of poverty and in
equality come to the forefront it is hard to take 
a totally value-neutral stance. In fact, it is 
ironic that a subject which has concerned itself 
with the well being of individuals should dis
tance itself from normative issues. It is per
haps heartening to note that the work of one 
of the pioneers of such thought, our present 
Nobel Laureate, has been duly recognised. 

Having tried to present at least a very broad 
idea of what Economics is about, let me say 
that notwithstanding a current tendency in 
academic circles for rigorous, tightly knit work 
confined to mathematically precise, value-
neutral abstractions where the emphasis on 

economic content is secondary, there is a 
recognition that we need to shift towards re
search on more substantive economic issues. 

To me, the study of Economics is the study 
of how different human beings (economic 
agents) interact and the potential scope such 
interaction has in bringing about conflict and 
co-operation. A formal framework for such 
research, namely game theory, is available to 
us and there is growing interest in this area. 

The role of Economics in explaining how 
society works seems prominent today and while 
one would not like to guess what place it would 
occupy in the history of social thought it is 
ironical that society at large should be so 
agnostic about it. 

10 



Presidency College : 175 years and all that 
Surja Sankar Ray 
Alumnus (1961-64), English 

Sonne time back my college celebrated her 
175th year of existence- the umbilical cord, 
the pre-natal stage accomodated, and I can 
only hope that the dust raised by limousines 
of dignitaries, motorcades of their minions, has 
repaired to rest. An exercise in narcissism, 
commented a young man. But would Narcis
sus find libidinal fulfilment among an array of 
cameras and lights? The Greek youth in me 
did not. 

Amidst the spot-lighted activity and mer
etricious merriment, the genius of the place 
was absent: the spirit of quiet intellectual pride 
tempered with tender grace had fled. Or per
haps with the passage of years it no longer 
continues to reign. Loud-mouthed ostentation 
has intruded upon its cloistral serenity. 
Macaulay's concept of a liberal occidental edu
cation can, after all, pay slow, gilt-edged divi
dends in an age of desired quick returns. 
Teased out of thought by the mystery of change, 
an average mortal like me in my middle age, 
a witness to things, returned as a pupil to the 
early sixties, to Presidency College and the 
Department of English, with Tarak Nath Sen 
as its Head. 

It was him that I missed most- his pres
ence in the Arts Library, and with him a culture 
whose values were unmixed and untarnished 
like the Doric pillars that still support the clock-
tower. "The tall deodars in the front, the sud
den greenness of whose leaves one unper-
ceived spring morning entered the heart with 
a gentle shock of mild surprise...", have gone. 
What remains are scattered, framed images of 
a glorious past dedicated to scholarship and 
sharing its delights with students. 

We, a group of eleven at first, which 
dwindled down to eight, met him formally in 
a cubicle below the book-racks of the Library. 

This is where he took his classes, often run
ning for hours and deep into the evening. The 
magnificent flight of stairs, surprisingly without 
handrail, was strenuous for his afflicted heart. 
That this tali, frail man had a robust constitu
tion only a d«cade back, that he was suffering 
from an unusual cardiac ailment early in life 
and living on borrowed time, I came to know 
much later from Professor Subodh Chandra 
Sen Gupta's tribute and introduction to 
Tarakbabu's slender but distinctive corpus, A 
Literary Miscellany, published on his death. 
This perhaps accounts for his keen perception 
of time and mortality, and for the choice of the 
seven poems of Tagore he translated. I wonder 
whether anyone has bettered them. 

Salt and pepper haired, neatly clad in dhoti 
and kurta, the latter changing shade in winter, 
a parted chudder over his shoulder, he taught, 
among other sundry items in the syllabus, 
Macbeth, which may well be the richest among 
Shakespeare's tragedies. With a voice never 
rising above a hush, with delicate fingers el
egantly expressive in movement, the black
board sparingly used, he brought to life the 
Renaissance in Europe and the mightly civi
lizations of Greece and Rome, never for a 
moment losing sight of the text, punctuations 
included, orofthe Elizabethan stage. It seemed 
as if a parallel mind was at work on the bard. 
"Play's the thing" he used to say in his inimi
table style, as he dwelt on the self-slaughter 
of a man and woman and on that Rubicon of 
the soul which, unlike the one in history, once 
crossed, cannot be recrossed. 

I learnt from my father to wonder and 
question. From the extraordinary headmaster 
Clifford Hicks, I learnt to marvel. And though 
I enjoyed my years in a Methodist school, 
there was a sense of cultural isolation and the 

11 
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desire to return to the mainstream, to College 
Street, hallowed by memories of the greats of 
nascent Bengal. In TNS I saw them all, expe
rienced their moral, intellectual and physical 
courage. And for the first time the world of 
romance that lies in precision was opened out 
to me by someone never nurtured in seminar
ies abroad, and yet whose command over 
many European languages was considerable -
his English free from the redundant; his French 
a delight to hear. 

A phenomenal combination of the scholar 
and the teacher, of the specialist and the 
knowledgeable, his face was lit by a pair of 
clear but liquid eyes that would look at you 
calmly with the expression of a man who has 
experienced a lot through books. I cherish the 
memory of a wet day in July when he read out 
for me "Huge cloudy symbols of a high ro
mance", repeating the line six times, and I felt 
the indescribable in the pulse. 

Himself a raconteur, his ears were ever 
ready for an anecdote. In spite of his some
what commanding presence, he had an inter
nal fund of placid, quiet gaiety. When the news 
of a certain important minister's death reached 
the college, an overzealous colleague asked 
him, "What should we do?", meaning should 
a condolence meeting be called or a holiday 
declared, he quipped, "If it's a question of 
should... call him back to life". 

In today's world of academics scurrying 
after favours and preferments, playing time-
servers to the powers that be, jostling col
leagues at college ceremonies for showtime 
fame, lapping up private tutorships and run
ning after the head examiner's post, I miss him 
more. 1 know that the shy, retiring, self-effacing 
giant of a man would have felt embarrassed 
reading this. So 1 conclude, and with Lamb, 
"Fantastic forms! whither are ye fled!". 
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Conceptualising Subaltern Mobilisation 
Boria Majumdar 
Second Year M.A., History (outgoing) 

Subaltern mobilisation and consciousness 
have come to be regarded as important themes 
in Indian history since Ranajit Guha's impor
tant intervention in 1982, when he declared the 
agenda for a new kind of history writing that 
would restore the subaltern as the subject in 
a history of his/her making. Understanding 
subaltern consciousness and mobilisation would 
be impossible, as ably demonstrated by the 
researches of the Subaltern Studies collective, 
without an analysis of the role played by re
ligion in that process. The Devi movement 
(1920s), the Santal rebellion (1855), the peas
ant movements in the United Provinces (1918-
21) are important cases in point. But to rec
ognize religion as central to subaltern con
sciousness to the exclusion of everything else 
would be to undermine the complex interplay 
of other socio-economic factors which informed 
the peasant's or tribal's everday life in very 
real ways. Yet we need to mark a certain 
caution before reading religion as a mark of 
"false consciousness" or as being instrumental 
in helping subaltern mobilisation. 

Gautam Bhadra through his analysis of two 
frontier uprisings in Mughal India shows that 
the mobilisation of subaltern groups against 
the elite displayed many structural dissimilari
ties and were motivated by disparate factors. 
For instance, the revolt of Sanatan Sardar was 
a movement of peasants, paiks and Kuch 
nobility alike against the imposition of the 
Mughal mansabdari system over tracts in north 
eastern India where the paikan system had 
hitherto prevailed. The peasant cultivator's 
financial problems were magnified by the hu
miliation and outrage suffered by their indig
enous rulers at the hands of the Mughals. It 
must be mentioned in this context that an 
important factor tying the Kuch nobility to the 
royal house was the restoration of the 
Kamakhya temple by the latter in the 16th 

century and a movement of sanskritization 
that sought to establish the kshatriya status of 
the Kuchs. The tone of the Hathikheda rebel
lion was different. Unlike the former, this move
ment began as a low caste affair of elephant-
catchers against the oppression of one, Baqir 
Khan. They were subsequently joined by ryots 
oppressed by Balabhadra, and the Kuch no
bility. 

Despite these differences in the constitu
tion of the uprisings Bhadra notes certain points 
of commonality. Both revolts occured in the 
north eastern frontier of the Mughal empire, a 
region where central authority was weak. 
Furthermore the leaders of these revolts were 
men engaged in specialised professions as 
militiamen and archers (ghurduwari and 
palipaiks). Hence in addition to peasant and 
tribal discontent resulting from changes in land 
revenue arrangements, the weak influence of 
the centralised Mughal state in north east India, 
the status of sardars and ruling families owing 
to their religious deeds, the presence of 
specialised professions are important consid
erations in subaltern mobilisation. Religion does 
not figure explicitly in the cases mentioned 
above, although caste solidarity was an essen
tial factor in mobilisation as revealed by the 
first case. 

David Hardiman's analysis shows how an 
adivasi-tribal movement spread in a large part 
of western India under colonial rule. The inspi
ration for the movement came from what the 
adivasis believed were the Devi's commands 
and spread across the countryside through 
tribal meetings and rumours.The movement 
resulted in the tribals abjuring flesh and liquor, 
observing rules of hygiene, and boycotting 
parsi liquor dealers and landlords. It was be
lieved that failure to do the above, interpreted 
as the Devi's commands, would bring grave 
misfortune. Hardiman argues that the Devi 
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movement is to be understood not simply in 
terms of the adoption of certain values by the 
tribals, but rather in terms of the adivasis' 
comprehension of relationships of power. The 
commands of the Devi are to be seen as a 
"mutually reinforcing package". On the one 
hand the adivasis, by appropriating the values 
associated with the regionally dominant higher 
castes like the Brahmans and Vaniyas, sought 
to democratise and implicitly change them
selves; on the other, the commands of the 
Devi were a rebellious assertion against the 
Parsis, and was interpreted as such by the 
latter. Hardiman's arguments in favour of read
ing the Devi movement as a non-violent mode 
of adivasi assertion against Pars! exploitation 
is persuasive, resonating Gandhian overtones. 
It is also understandable how emulation of 
higher caste values was a means to change 
their position in society by reforming their 
habits and economic practices. But what re
mains unclear is the reason the adivasis attrib
uted the motivation for their change to the 
commands of the Devi. 

A parallel case of the subaltern's attributing 
the motivation behind their actions to a divine 
agency may be found in the Santal movement 
of 1855, referred to by Ranajit Guha in his 
celebrated essay, "The Prose of Counter-In
surgency". Guha's reading of the uprising goes 
thus : "Religiosity was by all accounts central 
to the hool (rebellion). The notion of power 
which inspired it... (was) explicitly religious in 
character. It was not that power was a content 
wrapped up in a form external to it called 
religion... Hence the attribution of the rising to 
a divine command rather than any particular 
grievance; the enactment of rituals both be
fore... and during the uprising...; the genera
tion and circulation of myth in its characteristic 
vehicle - rumour". Guha in sharp contrast to 
Hardiman refuses to see religion simply as the 
non-rational expression of secular, rational, 
non-religious factors like class, power, economy 
etc. 

Despite the varied accounts of subaltern 
mobilisation advanced by the scholars of the 
Subaltern Studies collective, one fact that 
emerges with a degree of certainty is that 
subaltern mobilisation was the product of the 

subaltern's own perception of events. This latter 
could very well be at odds with the mainstream 
interpretation of events forwarded by contem
porary elites. Such was the case with peasant 
mobilisation during the nationalist period, docu
mented by Gyan Pandey and Shahid Amin. 
The peasants in U.P. or the population of 
Gorakhpur were oblivious of the ideology of 
satyagraha, ahimsa and swaraj propagated by 
the central Congress leadership. To them 
Gandhi was a Maharaj, a brahmin, a sadhu, 
a deota capable of performing miraculous feats 
that would alleviate their daily pains; while 
their notion of swaraj was a millenium where 
taxation would be limited and their everyday 
problems would be got rid of. These ideas 
were formed independent of Congress district 
level workers and in some instances even of 
the local leadership. They spread across the 
countryside through rumours whose importance 
in subaltern mobilisation and consciousness is 
repeatedly stressed by scholars like Guha, 
Amin, Hardiman and Pandey. 

In conclusion it may be argued that the 
motivations behind subaltern mobilisation were 
manifold. To pin them down to a single factor 
like religion or economy would be to miscon
strue the complexity of the subject in hand. 
Shahid Amin's account of Chauri Chaura 
(Event, Memory, Metaphor) mirrors the 
multivocality of subaltern consciousness and 
mobilisation which cannot justifiably be tied up 
into a single "cause". While we cannot 
generalise about the central idiom that went 
into the making of subaltern consciousness, 
we can draw certain conclusions pertaining to 
the modalities of mobilisation among peas
ants, tribals, landless labourers etc. from the 
brief account of the movements cited above. 
It may be argued that rumours, oral, aural and 
visual communication, are supremely impor
tant as modes of subaltern mobilisation. Also 
crucial is the role played by images of human 
and divine leaders. Thus subaltern conscious
ness and mobilisation brings before us a worid 
which is so varied that it is impossible to 
explain it in broad brushstrokes. We need to 
concentrate instead on particularities that 
shaped each event. In these, non-
institutionalised religion plays as important a 
role as the economy. 
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Lucy in the sky with diamonds 
Shubhodeep Chakraborty 
Second Year, Physiology 

Imagine no possessions 
I wonder if you can 
No need for greed or hunger 
A brotherhood of man 

—John Lennon 
[Imagine] 

He was disliked by his professors at Harvard. 
His influential parents refused to acknowledge 
hinn as their offspring. He was ridiculed by the 
country's politicians. 

He frequented rock concerts. He was into 
drugs - cannabis, marijuana, LSD. He refused 
to take up arms even for his own nation. He 
believed in love, in peace. Flowers gave him 
power. Hashish provided him with a peek into 
the psychedelic world of spiritualism. He was 
brilliant, yet different. 

Criticised yet emulated, deprived of recog
nition yet a mascot of universal brotherhood; 
he has remained a freak- the odd man out. 
He is the hippie. 

It was the 1960's. American B-52's were 
pounding North Vietnam daily; fresh kids hardly 
out of college were dying in the killing fields 
of South East Asia - fighting a war they could 
not understand, a cause they could not com
prehend. Neither the wreath laying ceremonies 
nor the gun salutes could compensate for the 
loss inflicted - in human terms. 

And while the nation was busy paying its 
last respects, a new movement spread like 
wildfire across the continent, through the vari
ous strata of society - the Flower Power Cult. 

They came in hordes. Campuses across 
the west exploded. Clad in jeans and carrying 
guitars, hooked onto a new era of music (spear
headed by the Beatles, Dylan and Hendrix) 
and pot, they converged on Carnaby Street in 
London - their Mecca. 

And in a unified voice, a voice that could 
no longer be ignored, a voice that had become 
too loud to be dismissed as the maniacal 
gibberish of a drug addict they asked the one 

question that left diplomats and politicians 
nonplussed - WHY? 

Those accountable, those in power - the 
authorities, tried to suppress the voice label
ling these new intellectuals as part of mis
guided youth. But their arguments failed to 
convince. The new phrases were catchy and 
attractive. 

Peace and Love, Meditation and Nirvana. 
A state of eternal, perpetual bliss. A Utopian 
concept, that beckoned enticingly... The hip
pies' beliefs were as addictive as their pot. 

In the kaleidoscopic Summer of Love, in 
1967, the Beatles- the cult gurus, held up a 
mirror to the world; a mirror called Sergeant 
Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. 

And in that mirror the world saw sense for 
the first time in the mindless cavortings of the 
hippie movement. They saw not the sordid 
gutterland of drug addiction but the exciting 
possibilities of creative substance abuse; they 
saw not the nonsensical madness of deranged 
junkies but the inspired idealism of a new 
generation of prophets and they realised why 
the hippie preferred the ghats of Benaras to 
the streets of Manhattan. 

Today Carnaby Street is abandoned, de
serted. Double breasted suits and modern 
electronic gadgets have replaced the beil 
bottoms and rattling love beads of yesteryear. 
The air is no longer thick with the pungent 
smoke of burning hashish. 

The hippies have gone. Yet they remain. 
The key word in international relations has 

changed from war to peace in the past three 
decades. The Isreal PLO accord, the crum
bling of a barrier called apartheid, a photo
graph of Bob Dylan in a Beijing shop, a sign 
saying 'Give Peace a Chance' outside Kosovo-
images of broken light that ensure the univer
sal fact that hope will always triumph over 
despair, that faith will remain in the world till 
the last human being is wiped out; ensuring the 
fact that all we'll ever need is love... 
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"li Few Blackguards^'^ : 
The Company and the Kanungos 
Of Bengal 
Rajarshi Ghose 
First Year, M.A., History 

The IVIuglial office of tlie Kanungo was 
described by IVloreland as "the permanent 
localised element of the central revenue ad
ministration. It represented the state agency of 
record preparing the 'muazina' and the 'taqsim' 
papers, registering the 'dastur-al amil' and up
dating the 'jumma' roll. They were expected to 
report impartially entire circumstances. The 
Hedait-ul-qawanin (c, 1715) set exacting moral 
qualifications for the office because "the 
Emperor's business goes on in reliance on 
your papers". The Ain ritually styled the 
Kanungo as 'the refuge of the husbandman', 
who mediated the equation between imperial 
and local interests. The administration of 
Alivardi Khan in Bengal was by all standards 
an able one. It was only in the waning years 
of his reign that a creeping paralysis began to 
set in. 

The Kanungos alongwith the small 
zamindars, taiuqdars, chaudhuris and superior 
tenure-holders formed a middling landed stra
tum beneath the class of magnates ruling from 
the forts. The power the Kanungos availed 
themselves of kept the zamindar in an 'effec
tual awe'. They, alone, possessing the av
enues to information, the zamindar had to 
purchase their consent and the reliance of the 
government on their records for every species 
of information secured the Kanungos from 
detection. Their continual residence and cru
cial mediating position in local society deliv
ered the whole revenue business of the foujdari 
cutcheery into their hands. The revenue settle
ment being conjectural, the zamindar was 
obliged to let them have farms at an under
value, 'baze zamin' under myriad denomina

tions and 'hauts' and 'ganjes' with certain 
irnmunities.' 

The Sadr Kanungo, himself set the prece
dent by building up the extremely 
underassessed Rokunpur Zamindari. The 
choice mahals, dispersed all over came as the 
rewards for indulgent doctoring of the jumma 
roil.^ As the zamindaris sequestered in the 
parganas became kanungoi possessions, the 
daftars became appendages of the zamindari 
establishment. Jonathan Duncan left such an 
instance from Purnea, 1783. The Dinajpur Raj 
grew out of a kanungo acquisition. In the 
Bikrampur pargana 'the qanungos and the 
zamindari officials had by unscrupulous means 
a greater property than the zamindars them
selves'.^ James Grant feared that the "Kharife 
Jumma... a grand source of emolument to the 
zemendar and canongoes... by the fraudulent 
extension of it through collusion, under the 
ignorance, corruption, or negligence of Gov
ernment... hath become enormously great,... 
must in end, inevitably absorb all the most 
productive, still existing territorial funds of the 
state". 3 

From the earliest days the Company's dis
trict personnel encountered 'a solid, if passive, 
resistance' from 'the confederation of interests' 
of zamindars and Kanungos. It became the 
most ubiquitous, perhaps the most recurrent 
theme of early English revenue annals. I quote 
here two instances of this. "The ignorance of 
the real produce and capacity of the country 
in which we were necessarily kept by a set of 
men, who first deceive us from interest and 
afterwards continue the deception... from a 
necessary regard to their own safety"- the 
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select committee under Verelst observed on 
August 16,1769. The Revenue Board declared 
on December 15, 1772 that the power of the 
Kanungos was "highly pernicious to the inter
ests of the Company, by encouraging collu
sions and concealments among the zamindars, 
by depriving us of the means of procuring a 
thorough knowledge of the country". 

"To control so formidable a combination of 
intriguing natives, or penetrate into the mys
teries of their will and private interests, through 
a mass of such obscure materials as were 
designedly thrown in the way of European 
investigation to perplex and mislead, required 
what was impossible..."." In that'intricate scene 
of collusion opposed to exaction and of unli
censed demand substituted for methodised 
claims'^ the Company stood assured that it 
was intervening in the interest of 'the indus
trious ryotts' who 'lose all confidence in the 
government' but for native designs. The col
lector of Chittagong reported on July 10, 1773 
how he in his ingenuity had come up with a 
settlement "approved by talookdars and ryots, 
the most useful and valuable members of the 
revenue", to the detriment of the zamindar and 
Kanungo. 

The Mazhar-a-Shahjahani (1634) recognised 
this combination — the Kanungo as partner of 
the Jagirdar in exaction business. The Mughal 
state in this was deemed to have made Com
mon cause with the raiyat.^ The contours and 
structure of the conflict are apparently similar. 
But the situation was different. The Company 
was no preserving successor to the Mughal 
state in Bengal. 

Whatever it may be, the combination of the 
Bengal zamindar and Kanungo was corporeal 
and the embezzlements stand beyond doubt. 
But the fact also remains that "the reluctance 
of the Kanungos to give up their registers was 
regarded by the Company's servants as dis
honest contumely, not always with reason"'. If 
Lakshmi Narain had assiduously built up the 
Rokunpur zamindari, the other Sadr Kanungo 
Mahendra Narain was found in 1787 to be "in 
the utmost poverty and distress". His son was 

"illclothed, dirty, and uninstructed, like the child 
of the meanest cooly in bazaar". 'The Paradise 
of Nations' was indeed going through a trying 
time: 

"On the accession of Cossim Ally Khawn 
the administrative premises of Alivardi were 
entirely subverted and the jumma which his 
amils collected from the parganas, instead of 
being the regular produce of the country arose 
from the plunder of the ryots".' His amils 
bypassed the Kanungos in spite of the 
'Buttickchee' ("who called for the Mauzina 
...from the Kanungos...to give satisfactory in
formation on these points to the amil").^ The 
functions of the Kanungos were totally abol
ished and the records destroyed in Mir Kasim's 
reign which passed out without a sadr punyaha. 
With Mir Jafaron his second lap, the Kanungos 
resumed office but the Resident cared not a 
farthing for their records. The Naib Kanungo 
remarked 'since the English came to power, no 
one had enquired about them and the gentle
men never consulted them about nriaking 
settlement' and despaired 'without full author
ity and support of the government what can we 
do'. With the arrival of Supervisors (1770) 
complaints poured in of oppression by the 
amils and the zamindars, collusive efforts to 
conceal information, forcible seizure of prop
erty in one case, murder in another, and were 
directed not only against the amils, but also 
against the Diwans and Kanungos. But a 
sharp retort from the Resident himself more or 
less settled the score- "Is it possible sir, you 
should be so infatuated as to believe the 
present misery and distress of the country 
arises solely or in the greatest measure from 
the oppression of the amils. That they have 
done mischief I do not deny but the greatest 
cause of the decline of the country has pro
ceeded from such large sums being required 
from the districts".^° Pran Kishen Singh, the 
Naib Kanungo revealed that with the removal 
of the cutcheery to Calcutta (1772), the Sadr 
Kanungo daftar was doomed to be even more 
inoperative. Yet the pargana Kanungo retained 
utility in the foujdari districts, as Reza Khan 
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was to argue. 
The remonstrance of Saiyid Muhammad 

Reza Khan on July 2,1771 was a performance 
of high statecraft. It contained a convincing 
circumspection of the affairs of the state. Most 
importantly it tried to project a new dimension 
into the Kanungo debate. It invoked the con
stitution of the empire in asserting that the 
office of the Sadr Kanungo "has been insti
tuted ever since the first dominion of the 
Emperors, Lutchmynarain and Mahindernarain 
their appointees by right...". This assertion, 
disguised in a plea is the entry-point into another 
question. 

With the 'punyah' of 1769 at the 
Murshidabad Durbar, attempts were onto foster 
the nucleus of a parallel non-Mughal admin
istration. The Company was desperate to gain 
'capillary powers'. As Becher wrote to Verelst 
on October 10, 1769- 'I have since my resi
dence at the Durbar (since January 1769) 
induced the Nabob to concur in measures that 
tended to lessen his authority'. No section of 
the 'riaya' was so obtuse as not to comprehend 
that the constitution was being subverted. But 
they were overcome by the crisis of 'inquilab'. 
One Naib Kanungo was singular as he made 
a legally unassailable representation before 
the Supreme Court. He denied the Court its 
authority as the sadr Kanungo Lachminarayan 
"is a servant of the King of Hindustan, and 
being exalted greatly above all the people of 
Bengal by being promoted to the post of 
Kanungo, is in the management of affairs 
obedient to the Diwan of the Subah alone; and, 
besides this, has no connection with the Com
pany or any English gentlemen". This resis
tance was distinct from the opposition 'through 
collusion'. This was corporate, constitutional 
and, it is fair to argue, Mughal. 

Warren Hastings was said to have believed 
in English interference but only 'along the lines 
of practice of natives'. The important thing to 
note is that the axe of his 'inquisition business' 
fell on the moffusil Kanungo. A nominal res
toration was effected in 1774 but their energy 
kept fizzlinq out. 

In a contemplative moment, John Shore 
felt that it was in the pacific disposition and 
habitual subjection of the natives that they 
enjoyed a security without example in the 
records of history. "At this moment, no gov
ernment can have a stronger appearance of 
permanency than our dominion in Bengal". 
That keyword 'permanency' ushers in a new 
chapter. 

Philip Francis, Solon incarnate, had missed 
out on the parentage of the Permanent Settle
ment. He was to be partially vindicated with 
regard to the Kanungo daftar. Earnest in his 
belief in private property, he felt that "as 
Government, we have no right to inquire into 
the value of any man's estate". He regarded 
that 'such a measure' as evaluation of assets 
'never was practised under the original Mogul 
government' except 'the single case of Cossim 
Ally who... was determined to make the most 
of an uncertain, temporary possession.' He 
was naturally uneasy about the Kanungos and 
on December 1, 1778 plainly questioned 
whether they were of any use.'^ 

More tempered opinion kept on toying with 
the idea of revitalising the daftar. John Shore 
in his Minute of June, 1789 gave out thus -"Of 
late years and more particuiarty since the 
establishment of the English authority,... the 
whole system (of revenue) has fallen into in
significance or abuse. The canongoes have 
been as ready to take advantage of this as 
others; and hence the office has been thought 
by some as of no use, because little was 
derived from it. The conclusion is not war
ranted by the laws of reasoning". The Collector 
of Bhauglepore wrote to Shore- "If a minute 
local scrutiny into the circumstances of a 
zamindary be (as you were pleased to inform 
me in your letter of the 10'" of August) repug
nant to the orders of the Court of Directors, 1 
should be cautious of recommending for the 
canongoes the resumption of their former 
functions"'^ which otherwise he would have. 
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By 1785 there were already a number of 
high officials in Bengal to whom, after the 
disaster of the farming experiment, a zamindari 
settlement appeared to be a panacea. 
Cornwallis and the majority of his colleagues 
were biased a priori in favour of the zemindars. 
They felt it unnecessary to seek legal or tra
ditional justification from the Roy Royans and 
Kanungos. The Marquis in his Minute of May, 
1793 held that Kanungos 'are not only useless, 
but their continuance would be prejudicial to 
the country'. With the permanent fixture of 
public assessment the Kanungos would no 
longer be necessary to explain rights and their 
records, 'the cloak to every species of frauds 
and abuse', would be done away with. The 
Kanungo daftarwas abolised in its entirety on 
July 5, 1793." 

Cornwallis in effect made the welfare of the 
Bengal population dependent on a system of 
leases, and at the same time destroyed the 
machinery of registers by which alone such a 
system could be constructed.'^ The Regulation 
Vlll of 1793 "was to change the public and 
impartial village records (of the patwari and 
the Kanungo), by which the cultivators had 
held their fields, into a private and hostile 
record under the control of the landholders". 
The patwari was now on the zamindar's pay
roll, the muqqadam bought off, and the munsif 
'in collusion with zamindari interests'.'^ 

In 1810, the Kanungo daftar was consid
ered for reinstatement. In 1812 the abolition 
was acknowledged to be 'impolitic'. Finally, the 
Regulation I of 1819 (4) declared that 
"Kanungos shall be appointed throughout the 
Province of Bengal and for the same duties as 
are prescribed in Regulation V, 1816" for the 
districts of Cuttack et cetera. But it bore 'la
mentable results; ...the contumacy of the pro
prietors revived, to prevent new inquiries re
garding the assets and situation of their es
tates, and on this occassion their contumacy 
prevailed"." 

The realignments were complete. The 
Kanungo now stood by the ryot at the receiving 
end and the Company had no illusions in being 
in league with the zamindars. The collusive 
combination with zamindars precipitated the 

first abolition of the Kanungo's office; years 
later in the praxis of the same Company law, 
the disapprobation of their erstwhile confeder
ates perpetuated their demise. 
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16. W. W. Hunter, A Dissertation on Landed Property and 
Land Rights in Bengal at the End of the Eighteenth 
Century. 

17. F. D. Ascoli, Early Revenue History of Bengal. 
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^'Churasi Siddhar KahinK^: 
Illusion of Liberation? 
Utsa Ray 
First Year, M.A., History 

This piece is an attempt to understand tiie 
intricacies of the Sahajiya cult. 1 propose to 
read a few aspects and explore the possibility 
of a critique of Siddhahood as 'a narrative of 
liberation'. My staple read will be Aloka 
Chattopadhyaya's "Churasi Siddhar Kahini". 

There is a general tendency to posit differ
ent writings belonging to a single style as a 
genre, to accord them a single 'name' and thus 
jeopardise their specific incidence. Aloka 
Chattopadhyay has presented a brilliant over
view of the literature of the Siddhas in her 
'Churast Siddhar Kahini'. Unfortunately, she 
has adopted the same hackneyed method of 
projecting the Siddhas as a generic class and 
subsequently their poetry as a meta-narrative 
of class. In the process Siddhas and their self-
texts lose their specificities. 

Chattopadhyay is of the view that the 
Siddhas brought about a radical change in the 
social structure. It was a gigantic 'movement' 
which extended from the north to the south. 
Siddhas enabled the people to unite in a 
struggle against their exploiters. They pro
vided an effective leadership to the people at 
large. 

Chattopadhyay thus reads a social mean
ing into the texts. However, when we read the 
texts, we do not find any such attempt to lead 
the people towards a mass upsurge. The 
Siddhas do not have a propensity to subvert 
the social order. Chattopadhyay depicts the 
Siddhas as a 'unified movement', but fails to 
locate their individuality. 

'Siddha' literature ! think exists for itself. 
While reading the texts, we have to desocialise 
the stories. These texts have their own tales 

to tell— their very own narratives. Thus their 
crusade against untouchability which Aloka 
Chattopadhyay tries to prove so painstakingly 
does not seem to have a solid foundation on 
which Siddha ideology was based. 

Dombhipa's story is an emphatic plea for 
a king to be of the kingly caste. Dombhipa 
once reigned over Magadha. He fell for a 
Sudrani and had ritual intercourse with her. He 
then renounced his kingdom and was initiated 
into Siddhahood. His subjects once again of
fered him the throne. But Dombhipa rejected 
the offer on the ground of his losing the kingly 
caste. He asked his subjects to cremate him 
so that he could be purified by the sacred fire 
and take birth again. 

It is thus proved that not always did the 
Siddhas advocate against the inanities of 
untouchability. It was still taken for granted that 
a king could belong only to a higher caste. We 
should therefore treat the texts as self-evident 
and deal with them separately rather then 
considering them as a whole. 

The emphasis on any particulargenre takes 
us far away from the stories, where the value 
of the text lies in itself. We are made to arrive 
at the same conclusion from different texts. As 
a result the efficacy of liberation is highly 
valorized. It becomes the ultimate goal of the 
Siddhas. The demarcating line between the 
texts becomes quite blurred. 

Chamaripa and Sarahapa, thus belong to 
the same genre of 'Siddhas' although their 
texts are diametrically opposite. While Saraha 
advises his disciplies to search for truth in 
everyday life and worldly pleasures, Chamari 
asks his disciples to eschew worldliness alto-
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gether. Not all the texts show the Siddhas as 
self-less and earthy saints. There are Siddhas 
like Kahnapa who because of their immense 
pride cannot attain liberation. 

At the same time it is also quite tragic to 
find that while placing themselves on the margin 
of society, the Siddhas quite unconsciously 
slipped into the fetters of the social control 
mechanism. 

Tzvetan Todorov deals with the notion of 
'genres' in his 'Genres In Discourse'. There he 
shows that it is because genres exist as 
insitutions that they function as 'horizons of 
expectations'. The Siddhas clung to nomen-
clatural homonymy as they felt that it would 

establish the validity of their self-texts— their 
poetry. 

In search forthe legitimisation of theirtexts, 
they negate their individual identity and slip 
into another over-arching construct which is 
the Siddhahood. Hence 'Pa' becomes the 
ubiquitous configuration which helps the 
Siddhas establish themselves as a genre and 
the specific signifiers such as 'Lui', 'Saraha', 
'Kahna', 'Darika' lose their meaning. Thus the 
entry point into Siddha poetry is perhaps in the 
politics of identity and not in the narrative of 
emancipation. 
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The Practical Guide to Surviving 
tiie Next Century 
Santanu Chakrabarti 
Alumnus (1996-99), Statistics 

Let's get one thing clear first. 1 am not trying 
to cash in on this milienium hoopla. So you can 
spend your precious greenbacks on jiving in 
Times Square or frolicking with the natives in 
New Zealand. My tips are strictly free. Of 
course if you are overwhelmed by gratitude 
after reading this, there's no need to bow and 
scrape : I have a bank account. With that little 
bit of an introduction here we go. 

I. Stop introspecting : Too much thinking 
has never helped anyone apart from the 
occassional Al Capones and Lucky Lucianos. 
Too much introspection and a feller's likely to 
start thinking he's some kind of genius and 
creating trouble. After all God created every 
man equal and who are you to think you are 
any better than the masses. Worse, you might 
end up discovering you are not Superman but 
a rather unappetising variety of Clark Kent; 
and that just won't do. Too much thought and 
you'll end up a Van Gogh. Pretty foolish you'd 
look too, running to a doctor with an ear in an 
ice-pail. 

II. Never listen to what others say : You 
have lived with yourself for all your life so how 
on earth can anyone know you better than 
yourself. In any case, all advice can be coun
tered (irrespective of whether you are four or 
forty) by saying it's too late for you to change. 
We all know the parable about the father, the 
son and the donkey. Remember, the father-
son duo took everyone's advice and the don
key got the ride home. 

III. Pretend (like yours truly) that you know 
evei-ything about everything: If you've ever 
heard television VJs talking about love, you 
know what I mean. You may assume, like an 
American politician once did, that Latin is the 

language spoken in Latin America but don't 
worry : you'll always find someone who thinks 
Latin equals Ricky Martin. It really helps to use 
certain words and phrases, in conversation, 
like 'post-modernism', 'dialectical materialism', 
'existentialism', 'categorical imperative' and so 
on. Pronouncing correctly the names of phi
losophers three-fourths of whose names are 
not meant to be pronounced helps you make 
friends and influence people. Don't actually 
learn anything. The age about to dawn is the 
age of the anti-intellectual. 

IV. Forget all that liberal nonsense : You 
don't want to share the fate of a once-fish-now-
fried do you? Then please don't go about 
preaching the equality and harmony of all 
religions. In India today only a particular colour 
is right unless you want a fight. 

And please behave like a male if you are 
one. Have a slug-fest, participate in a world 
war, show women where they stand. Don't you 
dare get into all that sensitivity and under
standing, crying and caring nonsense. You are 
not a sissy are you? 

If you are a woman don't forget to gush in 
excess over your partner or be labelled a 
heartless bitch leading a poor guy on. Sacrifice 
everything for the love of a man who'll give 
you welts on your back in return; but surely you 
didn't expect anything else did you? Remem
ber our country, to this day, has a glorious 
heritage of sacrifice and 'sati'. 

V. Don't think of honesty too much : Now, 
now, you surely don't believe in this outdated 
concept— do you? Tell me which is a better 
option- confessing an affair to a husband 
hoping he'll understand or keeping mum and 
becoming one? And do you think Bill Gates got 
to where he is because of his honesty and 
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integrity? After all even if there is an after-life 
the gate-keepers of hell have to be venal, 

VI. God helps those who help themselves 
: As if you w/ill have too much time and money 
to help others. Social service is fortrillionaires. 
If you are a poor millionaire, no one will expect 
you to feed kids on the street. Don't listen to 
crackpots on the fringe who say material things 
don't matter too much and love and relation
ships are the only meaningful things in life. 
Just ask them what bread made only of rela
tionships tastes like. Besides, you have expe
rienced a home-theatre system and it doesn't 
come cheap. 

VII. Get rid of books : Look at it this way 
If you don't have books at all you don't have 
books to burn in Bradford. Too many people 
start reading, too many figure out they are 
being conned too much... well you know the 
rest. And why go to all that trouble when you 
have television— double the fun, one-millionth 
the brain-use. Ask any kid of the nineties. He 
can confirm. 

VIII. Be American : Since all young people 
are trying so hard to be Americans, here are 
a few pointers. A few years from now the only 
culture we will have will be the hamburger 
culture anyway. 

a) Treat "the elderly like they ought to be 
treated : Shove them off to old age homes and 
hospitals. Indian traditions be damned. 

b) Use "cool" to imply any complimentary 
adjective. 

c) Enjoy the ululations of post -pubescent 
things with shampooed hair and squeeky 
voices uttering profundities like "Our love is 
forever" and the like. You may not understand 
why the performer wants you to "give it to me, 
baby" since by any reckoning he has much 
more of everything than you have and you 
have crossed infancy years ago - but don't let 
such trivialities bother you too much. 

d) Berate your mother tongue. Feel it infra-
dig to converse in it even if it is the sweetest 
language in the world. Speak only in 
Americanese which as we all know is a lingua 
franca quite different from English. 

e) Don't pay heed to anyone saying free
dom and modernity is only in the mind. Learn 
from the Americans what broad-mindedness is 
all about. Fidelity is for fogeys. 

That I think is sufficient to more or less 
keep you on your feet. As for myself, I think 
I'll go to the Utopia in my mind. At least, I 
won't have to practise there what I've just 
preached. 
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On Amartya Sen-
^'Master of those who know^^ 
Gaurav Gooptu 
Second Year, Economics 

In 1933 when Rabindranath Tagore was 
asked to nanne the son bom to the daughter 
of Acharya Kshitimohan Sen, he chose 
Amartya, meaning other worldly. 

In October 1998, the Swedish Royal Acad
emy of Sciences announced that it had se
lected Amartya Sen for the 1998 Bank of 
Sweden Prize in Economic Sciences in memory 
of Alfred Nobel, worth $ 978,000. The first 
Asian economist, he was awarded for a 
lifetime's work for investing the 'dismal sci
ence' with concerns like Social Choice, pov
erty index, the study of famines - issues far 
removed from the market oriented research of 
the last few laureates. 

The work that the Nobel citations mention 
most emphatically is his seminal work 'Collec
tive Choice and Social Welfare' published in 
1970. If offered an answer to the U. S. Nobel 
laureate Kenneth Arrow's 'Impossibility Theo
rem' which argued that it was impossible to 
devise a voting system with an outcome both 
rational and egalitarian. If it was rational, al
lowing full harmonisation of individual prefer
ences it may well be dictatorial, and, therefore, 
not egalitarian. Sen combined abstract logic, 
economics and philosophy to alleviate this 
pessimism, showng that there are 'grey areas' 
in individual and group choices. While Arrow 
had, in effect, said farewell to democracy. Sen 
indicated that the case for democracy was not 
lost and there was a lot of middle ground in 
the analyses of choice. Sen's 'Collective 
Choice', and his later works on the subject, 
notably a philosophical exercise on rationality 
and justice, published in 'Mind' added a new 
dimension to the work of philosopher John 
Rawls, who criticised utilitarians for subor

dinating individual claims to the overriding 
demands of the general good. Sen elaborated 
the argument, establishing that individuals 
transact better among themselves when they 
are better informed about each other. This is 
only possible in a democracy. 

In his 1973 work 'On Economic Inequality' 
Sen for the first time provided a yardstick to 
measure inequality. Sen devised a new for
mula for poverty indexation, based on income 
inequality of people below the poverty line. 
This formula, called the 'Sen Index' is now/ a 
standard tool for calculating the Human Devel
opment Index (HDI). 

In 1981, coinciding with Satyajit Ray's 
'Ashani Sanket' - a film on the 1943 Bengal 
famine. Sen published his milestone work, 
'Poverty and Famines : An Essay on Entitle
ment and Deprivation'. He went to the extent 
of showing that famines are a result of 
maldistribution rather than food shortage. 

Sen's most recent concern is that even well 
functioning markets cannot take care of the 
problems posed by a shortfall in 'human ca
pabilities'. These are caused by inadequate 
education, poor health services, skewed social 
stratification and gender inequalities. He also 
argues that variations in social opportunities 
can be reduced by strong political protest and 
opposition. These concerns are potrayed in 
'India : Economic Development and Social 
Opportunity', a book he co-authored in 1995 
with the Belgian economist Jean Dreze. 

Sen's rise to eminence has been phenom
enal ever since his first major publication, 
'Collective choice and Social Welfare' (1970). 
Throughout the 1970's and during most of the 
1980's he was in the best of faculties, the 
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London School of Economics and Oxford 
included. Having been the Lamont Professor 
of both Economics and Philosophy at Harvard 
University for a decade (1987-98), he secured 
his place in the high table of 'liberal' America, 
with such Boston economists as Galbraith, 
Samuelson and Solow. In 1996, Sen become 
the first non-American president of the Ameri
can Economic Association. Finally in January, 
1998, he returned to his alma mater, Trinity 
College, Cambridge, as Master, a coveted 
post never before held by a non-white or even 
by a non-Brit. 

The wonder kid that the Presidency College 
of the '50s had nurtured, has grown, over the 
decades, into a consummate scholar. In fact, 
some years ago, his articles on Tagore's es
says and paintings in the 'New York Review 
of Books' were well received. They reinforced 
the image of Sen's amazing versatility. 

Today at the age of 65, after the climactic 
finale with the Nobel, Sen can hopefully mellow 
into a philosopher in the classical mould, 
deliberating on the eternal issues of justice and 
equality. 
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Meditations 
Prasanta Ray 
Alumnus (1960-63) and Teacher, Political Science 

This is staccato writing. Not for style, but 
as a matter of convenience. It is on what I 
have seen, heard, been told during my twenty 
three years of teaching in our college— the 
singular object of my sense experience as far 
as a good part of my waking hours is con
cerned. The reader may taî e it as a diary 
without dates and names. What mainly under
lies the clippings from my memory of recent 
times is apprehension and a touch of sadness. 
Apprehension of the college withering away. 
Sadness over the fact that we are not doing 
anything to reverse the process. Much of this 
brief writing is focussed on the students. But 
I can assure them that I am equally dismayed 
about ourselves, the teachers and administra
tors. 

Portico 

Since 1874 when the college shifted to its 
present campus the space must have served 
as a covered entrace giving entry and exit a 
certain dignity, even formality. It was meant to 
be a space for transit, at most transient 
coversation. Now, we find the space continu
ously occupied by students, even after college 
hours. Their body language has diverse ex
pressions- of sloth and slumber, of planning 
and conspiring and of rejection and defiance. 
Seldom there is respect for a hurrying teacher. 
Sometime ago, I had an empty cigarette packet 
thrown at my feet, the maximum symbolic 
disregard some of those usurpers could show. 
May be one among them recently put up a 
poster on the outer wall of the Arts Library : 
' f f^« ^ ^ f5 mm 'ftmr. I wonder, if they 
succeed, where will they find another space for 
indulging in such narcissistic radicalism with
out paying any kind of rent. At the time of 

admission of freshers, students' union elec
tions and the Milieu, the same space is con
verted into a counselling centre, a parlour for 
bargaining and brow-beating, and a reception 
centre, respectively- with assorted pieces of 
furniture. 

Corridors 

The long corridor in front of the Arts Library 
is always crowded and noisy. On worn-out 
cement baskets, designed as flower pots to 
deter students from sitting, blossom and break 
any number of relationships. In the early part 
of»the day and in the evening, even strangers 
come. Nobody bothers, nobody as per the 
uncodified rules of the game. Not even the 
administration. The L-shaped corridor which 
defines the north-western border along the 
Arts Library is dreaded by the senior library 
staff afraid of treading into quiet intimacy. Both 
the corridors witness a bold consciousness of 
sorts prompting a girl student to caress, feed 
and pamper her canine friend. Is it part of a 
global concern for the animal world, or a 
reassertion of traditional Indian orientation to 
the entire living world, or a moment's respite 
from human relationships? Whatever it is, I 
remember that the students nearly revolted 
against the Principal's decision to reduce the 
number of dogs in the college. 

Walls 

The inner walls of the portico is abused by 
a perpetual cover of posters, some pasted by 
various student groups, and some by outsid
ers-traders of music cassettes, for example, 
it is worth wondering how these outsiders 
manage to enter the campus and go as far as 
the Netaji Subhas Building at the western end. 
The memory of recent student unrest against 
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a plan to introduce a register to record the 
entry and departure of outsiders is still fresh. 
There is no concept of trespassing. In fact for 
those who know, the college provides a short 
cut between Chittaranjan Aveune and Bidhan 
Sarani. To return to the walls, they carry a 
range of posters put up by the students, de
spite more civilised provision for the same. 
Some posters are seasonal, like the "Vote 
for..." posters or posters demanding xerox fa
cility etc. which appear in good numbers im
mediately before the Union elections. Some 
posters are occasional like ''^Tltc^^^ ^ C*rc '̂ 
as a rebuttal to the college administration's 
attempt to oversee juvenile indulgence in the 
canteen. A few proclaim demands on the 
government, like grant of autonomy or filling 
up of vacant teaching posts. In the early 1980s 
I read a poster '^srt^ #F1^ •« "=#, Ml iWt®^ 
ffit,' signifying a cultural tension as well as 
an assertion of the right to bi-culturalism. Among 
insiders, teachers and non-teaching staff do 
not refrain from postering on the walls. Their 
posters are basically political in character. Those 
organisations which hire the Derozio Hall leave 
their mark by postering on the walls of the 
Baker building all along the path leading to it. 
To these are added reasonably well placed 
posters announcing campus recruitment by 
corporate houses. I am sure I have missed 
many others because my distaste very often 
over-rules my inquisitiveness. But I have a 
good guess : the posters that advertise the
atre-cinema-music— are considered by their 
producers to be unlike the rest, likely to induce 
intellectual exuberance and a sense of moral 
discomfort; or they propagate political posi
tions, both marginal and mainstream; or they 
create a market sense. 

Vending 

In fact, some people vend. It can be loz
enges in portable jars or tea in transparent 
plastic cups - something for the throat or per
haps for sheer diversion, it is sometimes "mas
ter card" of a foreign bank, hawked by smart, 

suave and somewhat unintelligent looking 
young people. Unintelligent, as I recently found 
it difficult to convince them that hawking 
master cards and selling potatoes do not differ, 
and that a college is a college. But to my 
dismay, many of my colleagues cooperated 
with them forgetting that a college is a college 
is a college! If drugs and call girls are available 
in the canteen as was recently reported in 
important dailies, then vending is complete 
except that of life saving drugs! 

Ragging 

To me it is funny, absurd and fascist. Funny 
because senior students que up eagerly at the 
door of a classroom when a teacher addresses 
the freshers. Absurd in their eagerness to tease 
them, by asking them to spell their names 
backwards for example. Fascist, because they 
impose themselves upon freshers when they 
are vulnerable. My senior students assure me 
that after the 'session', they take the freshers 
to the canteen for a treat. It is their right. Hard 
pressed to explain 'why so', they manage to 
say that this has been going on for a long time, 
if I know correctly, the ritual began in Marine 
Engineering colleges and then it was taken 
over by other engineering students like those 
in IIT, Kharagpore. This was defended as train
ing in toughness. The general category stu
dents possibly started suffering from an infe
riority complex. 

Milieu-ing 

Organising the Milieu is a similar imitation. 
IIT Kharagpore students called it 'spring fes
tival'. To lend it a little smartness, the name 
was abbreviated to 'spring fest'. I have no idea 
when, why and how such occasions came to 
be called 'Milieu' in our college. 

In the 1950s and 60s, the students called 
a late afternoon—early evening session of 
music performed by students and a few pro
fessional singers, 'social'. The transition from 
'social' to 'festival' to 'fest' (and to 'Milieu') is 
actually a change towards longer, more robust. 
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more westernised, more instrumental, more 
noisy and more expensive indulgences. Our 
students are no exceptions. The radicals in 
Presidency College a few years bacl< tried to 
alter its character, but they did not repeat the 
attempt apprehending that it would be politi
cally costly. The administration grumbles and 
grieves only. 

On such days, the college pathways have 
a series of stalls giving it a look of trade melas. 
Advertisements of sponsors are hung from 
every possible point in the iron-net fencing of 
the college ground. I understand that the Milieu 
fund is out of the Principal's reach as is the 

enormous money collected through selling poor 
quality xerox copies of the previous year's 
admission test questions to young aspirants. 
To get bacl< to the Milieu, the portico becomes 
a centre for announcements, some bureau
cratic like "volunteers are requested to...", some 
evidently personal and intimate like, " ^ ^ 

The incipient conjugality is interesting. 
I suppose I have written enough to convey 

nny feelings. The sobriety of an authentic 
academic culture has been lost, probably be
yond retrieval. 
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The Thief Of Time 
Sovan Sarkar 
Third Year, Physiology 

There's something I love more than my 
girlfriend. It's sleeping. My mother often scolds 
me for sleeping too much. It is daily routine 
for my mother to hammer me up from bed in 
the morning. Thoroughly disgusted at having 
been branded as "somnolent", I decided to 
resolve to lessen my sleep. As I penned my 
antisleep New Year's resolution, my eyes fell 
on the listless lizards on the ceiling, and before 
I could properly plan my schedule of sleep, I 
was off for a trip to slumberland. 

I relish having sleep as my best friend. It 
provides me with a temporary journey to my 
dreamland, far from studies and the tensions 
of daily life. Sometimes it betrays me during 
my exams; when I plan to study throughout the 
day, it appears to lay its heavy paws on my 
eyes. 

Now let me introduce sleep to you. Sleep 
is defined as unconsciousness from which the 
person can be aroused by sensory or other 
stimuli. During sleep, there is a loss of muscle 
tone and a change in both cutaneous and deep 
reflexes; visceral change including fall in 
metabolic rate, lowering of blood pressure, 
heart rate, central body temperature and rate 
of respiration; and an elevated threshold for all 
types of sensory stimulation. 

There are two kinds of sleep : rapid eye 
movement (REM) sleep and non-rapid eye 
movement (NREM) sleep. During REM sleep, 
there are rapid movements of the eye despite 
the fact that the person is asleep. However, 
sleep is not interrupted but the threshold for 
arousal by sensory stimuli and by stimulation 
of the reticular formation is sometimes el
evated. In a normal night of sleep, bouts of 
REM lasting 5-30 minutes usually occur on an 

average, every 90 minutes. REM sleep is 
usually associated with active dreaming. How
ever with age, the period of REM sleep de
creases. 

NREM sleep is also referred to as slow 
wave sleep (SWS) as during such sleep the 
brain waves are very slow. It is "dreamless 
sleep" (alas!) and is divided into four stages. 
A person falling asleep first enters stage 1 ,which 
is characterised by low-amplitude, high fre
quency EEG (electroencephalogram) activity. 
Stage 2 is marked by an appearance of sleep 
spindles. In stage 3, the pattern is one of lower 
frequency and increased amplitude of EEG 
waves. Maximum slowing of the large waves 
is seen in stage 4. 

Each sleep cycle lasts for about an hour 
and a half and comprises a period of approxi
mately 75 minutes of NREM and 15 minutes 
of REM. Four or five such cycles occur during 
an adult's nightly sleep. 

The search for the scientific cause of sleep 
has caused a lot of sleeplessness to scientists. 
There are various theories which attempt to 
arouse the true cause of sleep. 

Some biochemists have claimed (in vain) 
that sleep is produced owing to an accumula
tion of acetylcholine in the cerebral cortex. 
However they have not been able to provide 
any experimental evidence. 

It is common experience that we feel drowsy 
after a meal due to increased blood circulation 
through the intestines and decreased cerebral 
circulation. So it was initially thought that re
duced cerebral blood flow promotes sleep. 
However, evidence revealing increased cere
bral blood flow during sleep rejects this theory. 

Pavlov, the famous scientist noted for his 
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work on conditioned reflex, suggested that 
sleep is nothing but a conditioned inhibition of 
the cerebral cortex. 

Another earlier hypothesis proposed that 
lactic acid is responsible for causing sleep by 
depressing the activities of the cerebral cortex. 

However, the brain remains active during 
sleep. Besides, the oxidation of lactic acid 
soon supplies energy to the brain. Hence this 
theory, too, is thoroughly demolished. 

Scientists have found a possibility that 
prolonged wakefulness causes progressive 
accumulation of a sleep-promoting factor in 
the brain stem or cerebrospinal fluid that leads 
to sleep. They transfused c.s.f. from sleep-
deprived dogs to the cisterna magna of normal 
dogs and observed that the recipients slept for 
three hours longer than jiormal. 

Still another theory is the ARAS (Ascend-
ing-Reticular-Activating-System) theory. Re
ticular activating system (RAS) is a complex 
polysynaptic pathway, part of which bypasses 
the thalamus to project sparsely into the cortex 
while another part passes through some tha
lamic nuclei to project sparsely and non-spe-
cifically onto the whole neocortex. Wakeful
ness is due to high activity in the RAS when 
impulses are conveyed to the brain. When the 
RAS is simply fatigued during the period of 
wakefulness, sleep occurs. However, the ARAS 
theory has mainly tried (in vain) to describe 
periods of the wakefulness rather than sleep. 

However, the most conspicuous stimulation 
area for causing sleep is the raphe nuclei in 
the lower half of the pons and in the medulla. 
Serotonergic neurons of the raphe fire slowly 

as a person enters sleep, and during REM 
sleep, the cells stop firing. Serotonin may be 
involved in the neural mechanism related to 
slow sleep. In addition, serotonin may have 
effects upon ceils of the locus ceruleus that 
trigger paradoxical sleep. The nonepinephrine-
containing neurons in the locus ceruleus have 
been considered to play an active role in the 
mechanisms that control sleep states. This is 
by far the most probable justification for the 
cause of sleep. 

Recently, it has been found out that the 
sleep-wakefulness cycle has a circadian rhythm 
and is controlled by a circadian clock which is 
a complex biochemical system that cycles in 
a period of approximately 24 hours. The bio
logical (master) clock in the suprachiasmatic 
nucleus (SCN) of the brain controls the sleep-
wake cycle. The circadian rhythm has a con
spicuous effect on the sleep cycle of air trav
ellers going east or west. 

There is a common belief that snoring is a 
sign of deep sleep. Actually, snoring is pro
duced by vibration of the soft palate which 
may signify a breathing problem. 

Sleep is essential for the normal function
ing of human body. In the absence of sleep, 
higher brain functions are most susceptible to 
deterioration. Tremors, nystagmus, ptosis, 
dysarthria, and affective disorders appear. 

In the world we live now, every flying sec
ond counts. So sleep can be aptly described 
as 'the thief of time'. However, it is a shocking 
truism that we spend one-third of our lives in 
bed. 
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The Emperor^s New Prime Minister 
Deep Pal 
Second Year, Philosophy 

The King felt like getting a new Prinne 
Minister. He was bored of the old one, and as 
everyone knows, anything new is always far 
more exciting. So he sent for the people of the 
Bureau of Statistics. "I want a new Prime 
Minister", said the King. But the chief of the 
Bureau of Statistics had had too much to eat 
at lunch. He did not feel like going out in the 
sun to ask for opinion. He wanted his siesta. 
"It was a full moon two days ago. A full moon 
enters men's heads and makes them do strange 
things. It is not the right time to seek opinion", 
he said. But the King wanted his new Prime 
Minister "A new Prime Minister or your head!", 
thundered the King. Being a highly logical 
person, the chief of the Bureau of Statistics 
chose the former. He had only had his lunch. 
He figured it made no sense in dying before 
dinner 

In the kingdom, there lived a happy old 
man. He had no one in the world except his 
donkey. He had nothing in the world except his 
hut and a cabbage patch. He was happy 
because he never went hungry. When he was 
hungry he made cabbage soup. He would 
have the soup; his donkey would have the 
cabbage. The King's statisticians came to the 
old man- "We want your opinion for a new 
Prime Minister". Now, the old man did not 
know what having an opinion meant. "I do not 
have an opinion", he meekly said. "How can 
you not have an opinion?", shouted the chief 
of the Bureau of Statistics. "You must have an 
opinion. In ten days we will return to take your 
opinion. You must have it by then or else—". 
He did not know what he would do if the old 
man did not have an opinion in ten days, so 
it seemed logical to leave the sentence mid
way, turn around and march away, which is 
what he did. 

Now the happy old man was no longer 

happy. He did not know what an opinion was; 
he had never seen one and did not know where 
to get one. He was too old to go out and look 
for one. The chief came back ten days later. 
"So, do you have an opinion now?", he asked 
the man. "No, your highness. But I have a 
cabbage and a donkey. Will you take them and 
forgive me for not having an opinion?". Now, 
the chief of the Bureau of Statistics was ac
tually a farmer's son and loved cabbage soup. 
So he took the cabbage under one arm and 
rode the donkey home. The chief was a highly 
conscientious man. He knew that half of what 
he got he must give to the king. He had taken 
the cabbage. So he must give the donkey. 

While his wife made cabbage soup, the 
chief of the Bureau of Statistics went to the 
King with the donkey. "All the people have 
given their opinion, sir Only one man did not 
have an opinion; he gave his donkey instead". 
The chief did not say anything about the cab
bage as he was not sure which the King would 
have preferred. The King had never seen a 
donkey before, which is obvious, as the royalty 
cannot be expected to be sufficiently knowl
edgeable about such ordinary beings. It would 
absolutely ruin their reputation. The King took 
an instant liking for the donkey. He particularly 
liked the way it could turn its head to the left 
or right at the tug of the harness. None of the 
Prime Ministers he had had seemed to be able 
to do that so well. So he made the donkey his 
Prime Minister. "Anyone can be a Prime Min
ister in a democracy", he firmly said to silence 
his critics. Soon, he was so happy with his 
Prime Minister that he issued a decree that 
only those who could turn their heads to the 
left or right as efficiently as the new Prime 
Minister would be eligible for the position. 

And that solved ihe problem of finding a 
Prime Minister for ever. 
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Nostalgia 
Projit Bihari Mukharji 
Alumnus (1996-99), Philosophy 

I cannot write this article. It is only the dead 
who have a voice. The living are merely echoes. 
In fact I fear this effort. The spectre of Presi
dency haunts me. Or rather the spectre of Me 
that haunts the legacy of Presidency, like a 
contraceptive. 

But then, that is the beauty of Presidency, 
it allows you the luxury of death. And also the 
privilege of reincarnation. Like a phoenix you 
arise from the ashes to lead not only a new 
life; but several new lives. You are vaporised. 
Evaporated. A transformation of the self into 
pure space. Empty space. Space that houses 
a plethora of life. 

Images are safer... They allow you to read 
yourself. To exile your others to the temple of 
doom. Yet the temple at Presidency was bro
ken, its tiles smashed, its memory affirmed. 
The curse of the homeless gods haunts me 
yet. its memory deprives me of the riches of 
forgetfuiness. Oh! What a burden memory is. 
The Japs were accused of all sorts of tortuous 
deeds at the end of the last War, but I'm sure 
none were worse than memory. Nostalgia... its 
very presence is depressing. All those exclu
sions! The necrotic dance of the un-living. The 
dead. That is Nostalgia. 

The prison of Nostalgia is a terrible one. 
The dirty walls; the vile malodorous vapours 
of the carcasses of life and the ponderous din 
of the necromancer... these are several new 
innovations there, introduced as per the 
recommendations of the Seventh Pretensions 
Commision (which by the way has also 
decided to pay the Porcupine Rs. 25,000 p.m. 
while the rabbit dies for want of carrots.) ...that 
though is the rabbit's own fault for if carrots 
are hard to come by why does he not survive 
on Pramadda's cha7 The rabbit I must say has 
always been guilty of having his nose high up 

in the air whilst fornicating with the Porcupine's 
step mother behind our backs in good-ole All-
Mad-Din Street. For why else would he choose 
to have a quiverful of 22 porky spikes appar
ently to kill the Minotaur. Who by the way after 
his rather unfortunate brush with one Hercules 
Schwarznegger, a woe begone chunk of illit
eracy had lately assumed residence under the 
divine feet of the Lord Shiva in the temple of 
doom itself. So ultimately Ms. Rabbit, Porcu
pine and Minotaur got together to put paid to 
our dreams to see distant lands in the not too 
distant future. 

Nostalgia may be terrible, but it is also light. 
It is meaning. It is enlightenment. It is Boddhi... 
The supremely incomprehensible, yet painfully 
dear. On looking back alone say some that you 
may attain what is ever approaching, but never 
quite there, in restrospect alone can you be 
enlightened. I am awake to the prospect of 
unravelling this supreme mystery. Though i 
wonder whether "its elementary, my dear W." 
would not actually subtract from its charm. 1 
look on in some trepidation how the Enlight
enment would look in the Shroud of Retro
spect. 1 daresay not by half as garrulous as in 
discourse. The fluidity of Nirvana allowed me 
the luxury of enriching my treasure trove of 
Images. In my assumption of Power (and please 
don't say "power") I hail thee. Oh, Enlightened 
One! 

If the Ganges is the lifeblood of India one 
must never forget its body either... The Land-
mass. The sheer stolid rigidity of the land 
against which the fluidity achieves its mean
ing. The fabric of commitment, the fecundity 
of custom... what would one do without these? 
To be able to trust, to expect and to believe 
is indeed a great solace. It provides the very 
backdrop against which the intricate motifs of 
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life's meaning and the ostensibility of flight 
acquire relevance. Cogency. That is what the 
Remorseless One handed to me. "Here now, 
with your feet firmly on the ground go ye out 
and stretch your wings," sayeth He. 

With these and of course the blessings of 
the Mother Goddess, out I went to try and fly 
an even keel. The flight I tell you was no easy 
job. Red Riding Hood. Yes so indeed we 
thought. But alas, consternation aplenty. It was 
the big bad Wolf. While looking on in blind 
despair at the hideous Pandemonium that the 
Wolf wreaked I could almost taste the frustra
tion of the Sphinx. But, Oh! Disappointment, 
it was almost as tasty as flesh itself. One 
should quit being feasted upon when one tasteth 
the best. But best is a relative term. Defined 
in terms of the Worst. And the worse can 
always be better at being worst. If only to 

please the Best. 
Being on the way to Presidency I can only 

pity The Outsider deprived of this eloquent 
silence. I commiserate the music of the dead. 
Even though it might be A Happy Death. The 
silent apprehension of the Waiting for Presi
dency is indeed far more ex-pressive. 

Ghosts are the raw material of poets. I am 
no poet. I am a spectre. I cannot write this 
article. Presidency cannot write this article. For 
he has a bad throat. Actually ghosts are de
prived of bodies (as if we aren't). But then 
again who said we are not ghosts, not me. To 
come back to the end ghosts need bodies. 
Fear not for they are bound by the West 
Bengal Premises Tenancy Act. Therefore the 
point behind saying all this is that if I am to 
write this article ) would need your body. Rent 
negotiable. Kindly consider. 
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Do We Brook No Other India ? 
Lincoln Roy 
Second Year, Philosophy 

History repeats itself like an old hat that is 
dropped often. That may sound trite but it 
reeks of abject reality in coeval India. At least 
as far as our subjection to our (representative) 
masters' proclivities are concerned. A seeming 
throwback to the intolerant nuances of medi
eval Europe, whence for a subject to think 
otherwise meant treason to the king and to 
believe otherwise meant heresy to the Church. 

But all that changed with the political evo
lution of the nation state. A couple of notable 
landmarks in this evolution were Joan of Arc 
and laterthe Revolution in France, which helped 
to precipitate the political construct of nation
hood. 

The political construct of the Indian nation 
was institutionalised by representative democ
racy. An institution now relegated to the classic 
encounter between the politics of privilege and 
the politics of identity. The rape of the will to 
acquire an identity by the will to retain privi
lege. In a pathetic tale poignantly depicted by 
George Bernard Shaw in St. Joan, the pro
tagonist endeavours to free the people of 
France from English domination inspired by a 
dream where 'God instructs Joan's mission'. 
She sets out to acquire an identity for her 
people but the secular arm (comprising the 
English and French nobility) and the religious 
arm constituted by the Church collude to thwart 
her with the common objective of retaining 
their privileges which derived from the political 
and economic deprivation of the hoi polloi and 
the monopoly of the Church over God, indeed 
faith, denying personal theistic belief and 'con
tact'. 

Put in the economic context in the words 
of Bertrand Russell, "From the highest to the 
lowest almost all men are absorbed in the 
economic struggle. A struggle to acquire what 

is their due or to retain what is not their due". 
In the politics of democratic representation, 

the struggle 'to acquire what is their due' de
nominates the quest for identity and 'to 
retain what is not their due' denominates privi
lege. This struggle at both levels is an exis
tential trap. That is, the will to exist perpetu
ates the struggle. Hence the ruling or the 
political classes struggle for power, exploiting 
or suppressing the need of an identity- social, 
economic or political of the so deprived. The 
anachronistic intolerance is borne out by this 
power struggle. 

An examination of the behaviour of the two 
national parties in this perspective will evalu
ate their political semantic to the nation. 

The Congress Party in the recent past 
anointed their monarch. Mrs. Sonia Gandhi 
was declaimed to the Nation as a devoted 
citizen — never mind the legal polemics. That 
Mr. Pranab Mukherjee said was for the lawyers 
to explain. As if the law is an alien culture to 
be explicated by experienced interlocutors. The 
Congress President made a speech at the 
ceremony to withdraw her resignation. A de
nouement of the vengeance wreaked on the 
heretical trinity comprising Sharad Pawar, Tariq 
Anwar and P.A. Sangma— who were excom
municated from the party. 

The heresy was dissent. But dissent is 
elemental in the democratic social contract. 
The conflict of reason is essential to democ
racy. To say, in the words of Sonia Gandhi, 
"Those who trust me come along, those who 
think otherwise are free to part ways", is to 
repudiate dissent. The liberty to 'etherise' is 
fundamental to democracy. The licence to free 
speech depends on it. However a political 
organisation like the Congress Party purport
ing democratic credentials will not brook dis-
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sent. Iconoclasts are shown the door. Of course, 
they are 'free to leave' but that would dilute 
the political organisation into an anarchic soup. 

The caveat of expulsion from parly mem
bership ensures obsequious conformity to the 
monolithic diktat. Much like the threat of ex
communication for heresy. Expulsion would 
mean the loss of political fortune and identity. 
It would mean the might of the organisation 
against the truant individual. The latter would 
surely be at a political disadvantage. Not ev
eryone has the kind of identity possessed by 
Sharad Pawar and Mamata Banerjee. The 
privilege of heading the Congress Party, it is 
apparent, commands the servility of the Con
gressman. 

Mrs. Sonia Gandhi may be an indispensible 
identity to the Congress for votes and hege
mony but must her indispensibility be foisted 
on the nation? Sycophancy is not the stuff of 
democracy— although it may lend itself to 
autocracy. The lack and abhorrence for alter
native leadership may spawn from an identity 
crisis within the party but it must not subsume 
the Indian political ethos. Besides, one must 
remember that charity begins at home — 
democracy is not merely election to power 
structures, it is a continual process of debate 
and consolidation. A party aspiring to be elected 
to democratic governance must internally prac
tise democracy. Otherwise, it will be akin to 
throwing out the baby with the bath water 

"We the people of India" who adopted the 
democratic ideal in the preamble to the con
stitution on the twenty-sixth day of November, 
1949, should expect our representatives to 
adhere to it. To honour the liberty of expression 
enshrined in it. 

Reality depicts a contrary picture. Does the 

Congress Party represent the political ethos of 
the nation? And if it does — what is the ap
parent redefinition of our political ideals? 

That brings us to the BJP or the Sangh 
Parivar. The French Revolution saw the seg
regation of the secular arm from the religious 
arm and the delegation of the former to gov
ernance. In fact, historically, nationalism as 
we know it in India has had an overall secular 
orientation. But not any longer— in the other 
national party. Their atavistic conception of the 
Hindu Rashtra is their chariot to power. Chris
tian converts are coerced back to Hinduism. 
Such is the degree of intolerance that Christian 
tribals who were not Hindu to begin with are 
not spared. Condign salvation for heretics! 
The political classes of the Sangh Parivar 
retain the privilege of power in exploiting the 
majoritarian Hindu identity to political ends. 
The communal flames ignited by invoking 
specious Hindu pride is political arson scorch
ing the Indian nation. To believe otherwise is 
deemed heretical. The secular ideal is the 
other facet of the Indian nation coextensive 
with democracy. Does a national party like the 
BJP represent the secular ethics of the nation? 
The answer obviously is a strident No. 

A tryst with dichotomy faces our nation, A 
vote to repudiate the secular or democratic 
ideals enshrined in the Preamble. Take your 
pick— Ram Rajya or Sonia Rajya! The barely 
succulent cleavage revealed in national poli
tics is a calumny we must stand up to. For our 
notion of nationhood is at stake to be burnt 
alive like Joan. Are we a nation of self-seeking 
nihilists or Hindu fanatics? Well that semantic 
question is best left to be interpreted by the 
representatives of the people. Because they 
claim to represent us! 
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Demystifying Piiiiosophy 
Amrita Banerjee 
Second Year, Philosophy 

To the modem mind, Indian philosophical 
thought (Darsana) often seems to imply cer
tain notions — a sense of renunciation or 
'tyaga', accompanied by discussion regarding 
subjects like 'maya' or the delusiveness of the 
world and the role of fate in human life. Indian 
philosophy has been viewed as "worthless 
scholasticism" and nothing similar to the sys
tems of the western thinkers. Indian thought, 
however, is not what it appears at first sight 
and it may well be said that India was one of 
the important centres of logical and systemic 
development of thought. 

It is interesting to note that the term 
'Darsana' comes from the word 'drs', 'to see'. 
The 'seeing' may be confined to perceptual 
observation or may be extended to conceptual 
knowledge or intuitional experience. Thus, 
'darsana' is a type of perception aiming at 
knowledge of truth, a whole view revealed 
directly to the soul sense. 

In India, philosophy had its source in the 
naive utterances of the Vedic poets. It was in 
the 'asramas' or the distant forest hermitages 
that the 'munis' got the opportunity to reflect 
upon the deeper problems concerning life. 
Dissatisfaction with the evils that had gradually 
crept into society, coupled with the love of 
wisdom and thirst for knowledge, prompted the 
thinkers of ancient India to critically re-exam
ine the age-old beliefs. Thus, philosophy in 
India arose out of a practical need, posed by 
the presence of moral evil in life. Incidentally, 
it is the problem of how to remove this evil that 
troubled the ancient Indian most, and 'moksa' 
in most systems is considered to be the state 
in which it is overcome, in some form or the 
other. Philosophy in India has had a very 
intimate connection with life, and discuss

ions of metaphysical problems eventually fol
lowed. 

The variety in Indian thought should never 
be underestimated. The views of a multitude 
of thinkers, the doctrines of numerous schools 
fascinate us. Although each system retains its 
distinct character, there is a point where they 
merge. The emphasis in general lies on man, 
his experiences and his sufferings. 

'Atma-vidya' or realisation of the self is 
regarded as the highest knowledge as well as 
the highest end of human life in the 
'Upanisads'— the philosophical literature of 
the Vedic period. Although many symbolical 
expressions of the 'Upanisads' do not bear any 
meaning for the modern man, they have not 
lost their significance altogether. The message 
they contain still acts as a source of inspira
tion. This is because the 'Upanisads' are not 
based on mere theological reasoning, but on 
experiences of spiritual life — the intuition and 
realisation of spiritual experiences of a number 
of men. They represent a glorious age— an 
'age of enlightenment'. 

In the 'Upanisads' themselves, the ethical 
implications of the central conception was not 
worked out. To put into practical application 
the general idea of self-realisation elaborated 
in the 'Upanisads', to make all this readily 
available to ordinary man, was the work of a 
great teacher. It was none other than Buddha, 
the 'enlightened one'. But the fact remains that 
the metaphysics of the 'Upanisads', when trans
lated into the ethics of self-realisation, pro
vided and still provides for a spiritual need 
which has been felt through the ages. 

The 'Catvan arya Satyani' (Four Noble 
Truths) of Buddha makes one aware of pain 
and suffering, the fundamental realities of life. 
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The 'Astangika-marga' (Eight-fold path) on the 
other hand, shows one the way to moral ref
ormation. In fact 'nirvana' is not merely a 
negative ideal, but a positive one. It is the 
perfect type of enlightenment. Nagasena, an 
eminent teacher had categorically stated : "It 
is through difference in their Karma that men 
are not alike, but some long-lived, some short
lived..." Thus, it is evident that Buddhism is a 
philosophy of self-help, and of self-discipline 
which lays great emphasis on practical ethics. 

A strong advocacy of the duty of non-injury 
to life in any form which reflects the preser
vationist attitude of modern times, is the spe^ 
cial contribution of the Jaina school of philoso
phy. Yoga philosophy, on the other hand, goes 
deep down into the psychology of attention 
and concentration and lays down a practical 
path to liberation by the gradual concentration 
of attention on the nature of the soul, along 
with physical culture and moral discipline 
coupled with meditative exercises. From these 
illustrations it becomes clear that 'Darsana' in 
every sense becomes a way of life. 

While the 'Puranas' contain the truth in the 
garb of myths for the easy comprehension of 
the majority, the teachings of the 'Gita' try to 
motivate life. In the 'Gita', man's struggles, his 
sense of frustration and self-accusation are not 
to be dismissed as errors of the mortal mind. 
Arjuna's hesitation, his undecidedness in the 
presence of the 'Eternal', symbolises a crucial 
phase of human life. 

it would not be irrelevant at this juncture to 
quote from a few verses of the 'Gita', which 
remind man about his mission on earth and 
help in the over-all development of his per
sonality. 

"Karmany eva dhikaras te 
ma phalesu kadacana 
ma karmaphalahetur bhur 
ma te sango' stu akarmani" 

[to action alone hast thou a right and never 
at all to its fruits, let not the fruits of action be 
thy motive; neither let there be in thee any 
attachment to 'inaction'.] 

This verse contains the essential duties of 
the individual although these should be carried 
out with a sense of detachment. 

One of the numerous verses, state that 
man should guard himself against certain 
passions and emotions. It says that from anger 
arises bewilderment; from bewilderment, loss 
of memory; and from loss of memory, the 
destruction of intelligence (buddhinasa). This 
is the cause of our downfall ; 

"Krodhad bhavati samimohah 
samimohat buddhinaso 
buddhinasat pranasyati." 

There is an apt expression of the modern 
attitude of self-help being the best kind of help 
in the 'Gita' in the following verse : 

"uddhared atmana' tmanani 
na' tmanam ava sadayet 
atmai' va hyatmano bandhur 
atmai' va npur atmanah". 

[let a man lift himself by himself, let him 
not degrade himself, for the self alone is the 
friend of the self and the self alone is the 
enemy of the self.] 

In the 'Gita', we are called upon to unite 
vision (yoga) and energy (dhanuh) and not 
allow the former to degenerate into madness 
or the latter into savagery. There is an empha
sis on some degree of consistency in life. The 
double purpose of human life — personal per
fection and social efficiency — is indicated 
here. The teachings of the 'Gita' have, there
fore, been an inspiration to modern social and 
religious reformers. 

It may be conclusively said that ancient 
Indian thought continues to be relevant even 
today. The Indian systems are more than theo
retical discussions; they are ways of moulding 
life and individual personality. Indian thinkers 
have always thought with a purpose. The reason 
behind this may have been a strong belief in 
the fact that if philosophy of even the most 
catholic kind is confined merely to intellectual 
discussion, it loses its meaning and signifi
cance. Therefore, thought in India has always 
adapted itself in keeping with the demands of 
an ever-changing society. Indeed, it is not 
improbable that a critical re-appraisal of an
cient Indian thought and a sympathetic under
standing of the same may reveal to us new 
sources of strength. 
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Mahabharafa ^ the End of an Era ? 
Somshankar Ray 
Third Year, History 

The IVlahabharata is both a literary creation 
and a history. But the historical worth of this 
virtual encyclopaedia of Indian thought has 
been doubted for a long time, particularly by 
European scholars. However, its historicity had 
its stout defenders as well. Consequently opin
ions regarding the Mahabharata have ranged 
from branding its episodes as fictions to ' " ^ 
^ "^ms, 5̂151 i^lt ^twc^'. Polarities such as 
these stand in the way of a scholarly search 
for a historical kernel in the epic. 

In spite of differing criticisms it can now be 
safely assumed that the Mahabharata does 
include some factual history, especially its 
central theme, the great battle at Kurukshetra. 
The fact that it is a part of our national con
sciousness should be proof enough. The si
lence over it in later Vedic literature does not 
necessarily disprove its historicity. A good guess 
would be that since most Indian texts were 
religious and their authors were not interested 
in matters purely political, mention has not 
been made. Yet such ancient texts like the 
'Asvalayana Griha Sutra' and 'Sankhyana 
Sranta-Sutra' do mention the disastrous battle 
of Kurukshetra. Even Panini refers to the he
roes of the war as worthy of worship. 

But to rate an event as historical it has to 
be fixed within a time-frame. This is what 
historians of ancient India find difficult. The 
most common belief is that it happened around 
3102 B.C. which in the light of evidence seems 
impossible. Again some scholars have pushed 
the event down to 575 B.C. which makes 
Yudhisthira almost a contemporary of the 
Buddha. Had the case been such there would 
have been mention in the enormous body of 
Buddhist literature. 

More reasonable seems another school. 
This has placed the battle around the 15th 
century B.C. Such a view was supported by 
Bankim Chandra, a noted intellectual of his 
day, on grounds of astronomy. But this needs 
correction in view of literary and archaeologi
cal knowledge. Excavations at Hastinapur have 
revealed that a part of the place was washed 
away by a flood around 800 B.C. The Puranas 
contain references to it and place it during the 
reign of the seventh successor of the first king 
of the post-Kurukshetra period. This suggests 
that the battle took place between 900 and 
1000 B.C. Archaeology gives evidence of the 
flood and thus lends credence to the Puranas 
and we can suppose that like the flood, the 
battle was an event in history. 

The time-frame thus hypothetically arrived 
at should lead us to consider the significance 
of the epic. The fact that it is a part of our 
socio-cultural consciousness has already been 
mentioned. An attempt at establishing its his
toricity has also been made. What remains to 
be done is gauging the magnitude of the con
frontation. It must have been a great one, 
marking the end of an era and for this the 
following reasons can be placed. To start with, 
one should consider the sheer sweep of the 
land the epic mentions and covers. Within its 
sweep lie all the cities or 'mahajanapadas' 
mentioned in Buddhist literature, generally con
sidered historical. Apart from the magnitude of 
the war this adds claim to its historicity and 
gives one a sense of historical continuity as 
well. As regards its significance one should 
note that the thirty or so kingdoms that the epic 
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refers to later forms the heartland of the mighty 
Magadhan empire. Their number diminished, 
they showed greater autocratic centralisation 
which is bound to follow with time and more 
improved communication during the Magadhan 
period. 

In conclusion the writer wants to affirm that 
authentic political history in India does not start 
with the 6th century B.C. Rather it took shape 
earlier and Kurukshetra was a water shed. The 
pre-Kurukshetra era was predominantly tribal 

and pastoral, a Kshatriya political era, primi
tive and restricted, which met its end with the 
great war depicted in the Mahabharata. 

So in the light of later excavations, findings, 
researches and knowledge we should not date 
the beginnings of our political history with the 
6th century B.C. as is commonly done. In
stead, we should stretch back to the days of 
Mahabharata which concluded with Kuru
kshetra, the end of the old order, not without 
leaving a chain of continuity till 600 B.C. 



The Haunfing Spectre 
Sharmistha Gooptu 
Second Year, M.A., History 

This essay explores the menace of Hindutva 
from a literary, political and historical stand
point. Studying the past it can be argued that 
the roots of communalism may be traced to 
the late 19th century. What was unique about 
this phenomenon is that it had the power to 
encompass all cross-sections of Hindu society. 
This becomes evident from a study of the 
politics of the Nagari controversy alongside the 
writings of Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay. 
This danger became all the more pronounced 
during the second and third decades of the 
20th century, with the emergence of a Hindi-
Hindu elite in northern India, together with the 
growth of the RSS brand of Hindutva. And 
owing to an 'imperfect' decolonisation her
alded by the Congress, post-colonial India 
continues to be under its dominance. I will 
demonstrate this taking the demolition of the 
Babri Masjid as a watershed in Hindutva poli
tics. Finally, I will explore the role of the media 
in stimulating this consciousness, and analyse 
the impact of this menace at a popular level 
in contemporary society in an attempt to dem
onstrate its potential to trigger off regional 
nationalisms. 

The nucleus of the Hindutva menace may 
be traced back to the later 19th century in the 
Urdu-Nagari controversy, and in the campaigns 
to develop the Hindi language. The debate 
over Urdu and Nagari culminated in a memo
rial to the government asking for the introduc
tion of Nagari as a court script, and during the 
1880s and 1890s the Nagari movement tended 
to become a communal crusade against the 
Urdu language and Muslims in government 
service. It was also during this time that Hindi 
began to acquire a body of literature and a 

standard form, and it gradually came to be 
equated with a Hindu nationality. Language 
and script was becoming the basis for the 
growth of an aggressive communal identity 
which found reflection in a growing awareness 
of the need to protect and promote Hindu 
interests. For instance, Hindus had always 
objected to Muslims sacrificing cows on Baqr 
Id, but it was only during the 188Gs and 1890s 
that such protests began to take on an organised 
form. One of the principal forces in this context 
was the Arya Samaj, which during the 1880s 
launched a vigorous cow-protection movement 
in upper India. The movement climaxed in 
1893 with the outbreak of communal riots in 
which Muslim villagers were massacred by 
bands of Hindus. 

Notwithstanding the potential for generat
ing manic mob violence, the most intriguing 
aspect of Hindu communalism appears to be 
its capacity to influence a literary elite. The 
earliest exposition of this is to be seen in the 
works of Bankim Chandra Chattopadhayay. 
While his attitude to the Indian Muslims has 
been a subject of considerable controversy, it 
is difficult to overlook Bankim's overt hostility 
towards the Muslims. In Anadamath', the vic
torious Santanas go on a happy spree of 
burning and looting Muslim villages apparently 
inhabited by people who had nothing to do with 
the Nawab's alleged oppression. The second 
example is perhaps more telling. In discussing 
what really happened at Plassey he writes, "If 
you do not believe what 1 say, read the book 
entitled 'Seir Mutaqqherin' written by a shaven-
headed, cow killing Muslim." In fact, Bankim 
like many of his contemporaries did look upon 
the centuries of Muslim rule as a period of 
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bondage and considered the resistance of the 
Hindu chieftains to the Delhi Emperors as a 
form of national resistance. In all the five 
essays addressed to 'BahuboF (1873-1885), 
Hindus are involved in a protracted trial of 
strength with the 'Mussalmans'. Bankim's main 
grievance was that the foreigners, both the 
'Mussalmans' and the British but mainly the 
former, had denied the Hindus the glory of 
'Bahubol' or the strength of arms, thereby 
identifying the Muslims as the principal adver
saries. Such sentiments found expression in 
his pejorative use of the term 'yavana' while 
referring to the Muslims. The 'etherising' of the 
Muslims was coupled with a glorification of the 
Hindu past and a search for the perfect man 
who would deliver the nation from the yoke of 
subjection. This found fulfillment in the pages 
of the 'Krishnacharitra', with Indian nationalism 
becoming for Bankim an essentially 'Hindu' 
nationalism. The glorification of the Hindu icon 
(as in 'Krishnacharitra') is also very interest
ingly reflected in his novels, indicating how 
deeply the notions of a 'Hindu identity' had 
taken root in Bankim's mind. Thus in most of 
his novels a Muslim lady coveted a Hindu 
man, and it was always he who rescued her, 
to cite an example, Ayesha's love for the 
Hindu Jagatsimha in his first novel 
'Durgeshnandini'. Bankim however merely 
stands out amongst a host of others, who 
being prominent members of a western edu
cated modern intelligentsia, were nevertheless 
gripped by a passion for the glorious Hindu 
past, as for example, Ramesh Chandra Dutt 
in his novels 'Maharashtra Jiban Prabhat' and 
'Rajput Jiban Sandhya'. I have sought to con
fine myself to an analysis of the writings of 
Bankim only, one of the founder fathers of 
Indian nationalism, who defined 'Indian' in terms 
of the 'Hindu', and for whom the vision of a 
new India was the vision of a Hindu state, 
under the leadership of a 'superman' like 
Krishna. 

The ominous ringings that were first heard 
in the 1880s and 1890s became ail the more 

pronounced during the second and third de
cades of the 20th century. The growing men
ace of Hindutva during this period may be 
situated in the context of the rise of Hindi as 
a language of the upper castes and literati in 
upper India, and the pan-Indian ambition nour
ished by the Hindi speaking people. A 
significiant development in this context was 
the Hindi-Urdu differentiation. Even after the 
adoption of the Nagari Resolution in 1900 it 
had remained a matter of controversy as to 
whether Urdu literature would be a part of the 
Hindi tradition. But during the 1920s, as Hindi 
was gradually becoming crucial as the self-
image of a confident mofussil community in 
the towns of upper India, such controversies 
were sought to be resolved once and for all 
by the codification of Hindi-related knowledge 
or the compiling of major works of Hindi, as 
for instance, Acharya Ramchandra Shukla's 
'Hindi Sahitya Ka Itihas' published in 1929. In 
this the author indicated the irrelevance of the 
Urdu-Persian tradition for the development of 
modern Hindi, and there was a systematic 
denial of literary works written in a mixed Urdu-
Hindi. Most importantly, the new Hindi was 
heavily Sanskritised and began to be dissoci
ated from its spoken forms like Awadhi, Bhojpuri 
etc., which were now looked upon as accre
tions which had polluted the 'purity' of the 
language. The emerging Hindi identity soon 
came to acquire a religio-cultural dimension 
and this was fostered by the constant use of 
religious and mythological symbols. Thus in 
Shukla's 'Hindi Sahitya Ka Itihas', there were 
repeated references to geographical images 
which had a parallel mythological relevance 
e.g. Ganges, Himachal, Vindhyachal Parbat 
etc. Significantly, such perceptions did not 
remain confined to an upper class urban lite
rati, but soon percolated down to the masses, 
and this had largely to do with the spectacular 
advancement in printing technology. Textbook 
creation, now no longer the preserve of a 
gifted few, became a very important agency 
for the dissemination of a moral revivalist 
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consciousness, and boldly stated that only 
Hindi in the Nagari script could become the 
national language. 

The coalescence of a dominant Hindi-Hindu 
identity received a new impetus from the 1920s, 
with the emergence of the RSS brand of 
Hindutva/revivalist nationalism, which really 
constitues, to this day, the fountainhead of 
aggressive Hindu communalism. 

Right from its inception in 1925 the RSS 
programme of 'Hinduisation' involved a spe
cific construction of the Hindu self, as a virile, 
masculine, communal self, which celebrates 
aggression and violence and is intolerant of 
other faiths, and even of other interpretations 
of Hinduism. Such conceptions were iconically 
represented in the cult of Ram as the mascu
line warrior god, and to date, Ram continues 
to be central to the RSS cultural project. 

At this point I would like to qualify that I 
have divided my essay into two sections, one 
dealing with the colonial build-up (which reached 
a high watermark in the communal holocaust 
of 1947, and the assassination of Mahatma 
Gandhi), and the other dealing with the post-
colonial menace culminating in the present 
strength of the RSS-VHP-BJP combine. Logi
cally, with the creation of a separate Islamic 
state in Pakistan, the forces of Hindu commu
nalism should have worn themselves out in 
post-colonial India, but it was precisely in the 
post 1947 period that the forces of Hindutva 
came to acquire their most menacing propor
tions. The possible explanation here, it seems 
to me, has much to do with the phenomenon 
of an 'imperfect' decolonisation, whereby the 
Congress, League and the British imposed the 
truncated settlement of 15th August. What 
effectively took place was a 'passive revolu
tion', and a nation put together so artificially 
was found to be torn apart by questions of 
nationality and identity. At the same time, the 
forces of Hindutva, now (in the post-colonial 
period) reaching a high-point in organisational 
efficiency, found it easier to target a 
marginalised (given the population transfer to 

Pakistan) Muslim minority. Most significantly, 
it was really in the post-colonial context, par
ticularly during the 1980s and 1990s, that the 
popular image of Ram was transformed from 
that of a benign king into a symbol of the RSS 
brand of aggressive Hindu masculine energy, 
by which the Hindutva brigade sought to con
dition oral culture and a hand-me-down history 
in a society largely marked by illiteracy or 
semi-literacy. The event that I have chosen to 
focus in this process is the temple-mosque 
controversy in Ayodhya. Without going into the 
details of the event itself, I propose to analyse 
a few aspects of the build-up that reached its 
high water-mark on 6th December. Crucial to 
my understanding is the role played by 
commercialised mass entertainment, and the 
series of symbolic political rituals that were 
meant to involve each and every individual of 
Hindu India. 

Primarily, 1 would like to analyse the impact 
of the television serial 'Ramayana', which 
brought Ayodhya to millions of Hindus within 
their private domestic space, and assembled 
a grand national congregation, being beamed 
into every household or community centre at 
a fixed hour every Sunday morning. This 
programme reduced Hinduism to its mythol
ogy which was projected as the essence of 
nationhood. There is a certain spirituality as
sociated with the serial that has been hyped 
by the producers themselves. Prem Sagar, for 
instance, stated in an interview to Philip 
Lutgendorf that "we want to preserve it (the 

video tapes of Ramayana) no one has ever 
received it without touching it to their fore
heads". In fact, much of the VHP's power in 
being able to present its world-view as natural 
derived from the impact of the Ramayana 
serial. Significantly, the VHP's audio-visual 
productions i.e. the Jain Studios video produc
tions, 'video raths', Rithambara audio cas
settes, could largely build on the themes that 
the serial had outlined. Ramanand Sagar's 
Ramayan for instance popularised Ram's life 
and character as the national ideal. The VHP 
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developed this point by indicating that Ram's 
heritage had reappeared through the rebirth of 
the baby 'Ramlalla' in Ayodhya. 

Significantly, the VHP itself has used the 
media in a distinctive and effective manner as 
a result of which the RSS-BJP-VHP network 
has far outstripped other political parties as far 
as media manipulation is concerned. While 
political leaders like Rajiv Gandhi used the 
media for electoral purposes alone, the VHP, 
for instance, took to the creation of political 
pop —the words of traditional bhajans were 
recast in popular film tunes, and the video 
productions largely made Ram behave like the 
Hindi film hero. 

Together with the creation of a popular 
political culture, the VHP has since the early 
1980s, invented a host of political rituals, pri
marily sacrifices and yatras— Ekmata Yajna 
in 1983, Shri Ramjanaki Janambhoomi Yatra 
in 1984, several other ratha yatras in 1985-89, 
the Shilan Puja and Shilanyas ceremonies at 
Ayodhya in 1989, and, finally, Advani's 
Rathayatra in 1990. 

Many of these rituals were designed to 
encourage active contribution from everyone — 
a brick, a rupee, or the purchase of a bottle 
of Ganga water, whereby, the organisers of 
Hindutva aimed to create a feeling of oneness. 
This solidarity was crucial to the Hindutva 
agenda, which went ahead with its much 
publicised 'karseva' on 6th December, rallying 
behind it the frenzied support of large sections 
of the country's population, who believed that 
they were advancing towards the establish
ment of Ramrajya. 

I am referring here to the demolition of the 
mosque at Ayodhya as a watershed in Hindutva 
politics of the post-colonial period. By 'water
shed' I only mean the climactic point of a 
particular phase in Hindutva politics and do not 
imply that the menace itself got diffused in any 
way, having reached its peak during the 
Ayodhya campaign. Rather, the overt and the 
abrasive was deliberately toned down in the 
post-Ayodhya period as the Hindu Right sought 
to present a gentle face, and the attention of 

frontranking leaders now came to be increas
ingly engrossed in a 'cultural' agenda. This had 
been on the cards ever since the inception of 
the RSS and had been insidiously working 
itself towards indoctrination in every corner of 
the country. Their agenda, which began to 
create ripples during the mid '90s had become 
a roaring controversy by the last years of the 
decade, reaching its climax in 1998, at the 
October conference of state education minis
ters. It was proposed here to make the learning 
of Sanskrit from Classes III to X and the study 
of Hindu religious texts, namely the Vedas and 
the Upanishads, obligatory in an attempt to 
'Indianise', 'nationalise' and 'spiritualise' the 
content of education in government controlled 
schools and colleges. At the same time, much 
was made of the culture symbolism of the 
hymn sung to the Hindu Goddess of learning, 
the Saraswati Vandana and the national song, 
Vande Mataram. While this agenda was largely 
foiled at the official level by the unanimous 
opposition of the education ministers belong
ing to political parties other than the BJP, 
nothing has been done to stem the tide of 
mass conversions (shuddhi) or to confront the 
indoctrination that continues to be rampant in 
the RSS Vidya Bharati schools. In the last 
section of my. essay I wish to analyse and 
present certatn.hypotheses in order to demon
strate the potfentialities of Hindutva's cultural 
agenda to trigger off regional nationalisms. 

In my opinion, the essentially North Indian 
Hindu high caste ethos that Hindutva is trying 
to impress upon the nation today would inevi
tably generate insecurities and tensions, par
ticularly, in the peripheral regions, amongst 
those who owe allegiance to alternate religio-
cultural systems. Such insecurities, in the long 
run, could well be the starting point for seces
sionist movements buoyed by a fierce cultural 
and linguistic protectiveness. Can it not be 
argued therefore that the forces of Hindutva 
might ultimately end up in engineering a frag
mentation of the nation by stimulating move
ments of self-determination? 

Apart from the obvious centnfugal tenden-
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cies that could be generated, there might very 
well be a psychological fragmentation of the 
nation at large. Generally speaking, we can 
trace the beginnings of a certain psychological 
integration of the Indian nation to the emer
gence of the middle class, and the instrument 
of this integration was the introduction, of 
English education which emphasised a com
mon language and uniform curriculum. Today, 
in the context of the ethos that is being nur
tured by the forces of Hindutva, a frighteningly 
large chunk of an upcoming generation is 
steadily being alienated from a greater pan-
Indian consciousness. Communaiism and sec
tarianism are being systematically ingrained 
into their psyche. For instance, the "Sanskriti 
gyan" programme of the Vidya Bharati Schools 
imparts cultural knowledge to such effect that 
November 2, 1990, when an assault on the 
Babri Masjid was repulsed by the police, should 
be mourned as a "black day in history". As 
regards the history of the freedom movement, 
the RSS and its leaders are projected as piv
otal to the struggle for independence. These 
schools observe Teacher's Day not on Sep
tember 5, the birth anniversary of Dr. 
Radhakrishnan but on July 25, which is sup

posedly the birth anniversary of the sage Vyasa. 
They celebrate Children's Day not on Novem
ber 14 but on Krishna Jayanti. With such 
efforts at indoctrination stealthily at work, how 
would these children, the future citizens of the 
country, be expected to sympathise with the 
alternate orientations of their countrymen or 
identify with the ethos of a greater India. In 
such a situation it would hardly be surprising 
if aggressive acts of communal hatred and 
bigotry emerge as the order of a future which 
is not really too far off. 

Hindutva at this moment is in a triumphant 
mood having emerged ideologically and 
electorally as a viable alternative to the Gandhi-
an-Nehruvian legacy of a democratic state 
adhering to a composite national culture. If this 
aggressive nationalism is allowed to expand 
further, gradually closing in upon our secular 
territory, our tryst with destiny of 15th August, 
1947, which created a sovereign, socialist, 
secular India will have to give way to vile 
fundamentalism. In such circumstances, it 
becomes the duty of every 'Indian' to resist the 
force of fundamentalism and protect the dreams 
of those millions of an upcoming generation 
yet untarnished by any communal bias. 
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"I was definitely not a iiistoric man. On tiie 
contrary I felt myself anti-historic and apoliti
cal. Either I was too much ahead of my time 
or much too far behind, but never contempo
raneous with ping-pong playing men. The 
Spanish Civil War changed none of my ideas. 
On the contrary it endowed their evolution with 
a decisive rigour. Horror and aversion for every 
kind of revolution assumed in me an almost 
pathological form. Nor did I want to be called 
a reactionary. This I was not; I did not 'react' — 
which is an attribute of unthini<ing matter. I was 
going to continue to be, as always, Dalinian 
and only Dalinian!" This is what Salvador Dali 
thought of himself and the world around him 
in 1942. in this context it is both possible and 
interesting to compare and contrast Salvador 
Dali with his great contemporary Pablo Picasso. 
While Dali declared himself to be essentially 
apolitical and even against politics or anything 
committed to progress, Picasso was much 
more committed to the progressive ideas of his 
days and was often prepared to give his artistic 
vision a broader social and political perspec
tive. 

A crucial phase of Dali's creative period 
was the troubled decades of the 1930's and 
1940's. A chronological study of Dali's worl<s 
of this period might offer some interesting 
insights into the ways in which Dali's ideas and 
responses to his world were formulated and 
articulated. These works include 'Persistence 
of Memory' (1931), 'Composition -Evocation of 
Lenin' (1931), 'The Invisible Man' (1929-33), 
'The Face of Mae West' (1934-35), 'Soft 
Construction with Boiled Beans : Premonition 
of Civil War' (1936), 'Autumn Cannibalism' 
(1936), 'The Enigma of Hitler' (1937), 'The 

Invention of the Monsters' (1937), 'The Meta
morphosis of Narcissus' (1937), 'Spain' (1938), 
'Impressions of Africa' (1938), 'Beach with a 
Telephone' (1938), 'Shirley Temple the Young
est Sacred Monster of the Cinema' (1939). We 
shall select a few of them and try to analyse 
with a view to understand Dali. 

In the Depression years of the late 1920's 
and early 1930's the insecurity and the appar
ent obliteration of the individual must have 
been one of Dali's chief concerns. Seen against 
the backdrop of slump and unemployment. 
Fascism and Soviet Socialism, naked aggres
sion and persecution, 'The Invisible Man' (1929-
33) does not quite show that Dali's socio
political concern was sufficiently deep to give 
the painting the grim appearance it deserved. 
The bright colours used in the painting convey 
a sense of happiness and confirms Dali's 1942 
stand. 

The man who was invisible soon swung 
back into action with vengeance from the late 
1930's. This sudden bursting in of the indi
vidual came at the time of the Spanish Civil 
War, a bloody struggle for the cause of human
ity, liberty and progress against the anti-demo
cratic military regime in Spain. In this context 
Dali painted 'Soft Construction with Boiled 
Beans : Premonition of Civil War' in 1936; "In 
this picture", Dali wrote, "I showed a vast 
human body breaking out into monstrous ex
crescences of arms and legs tearing at one 
another in a delirium of auto-strangulation". As 
for the boiled beans "one could not imagine 
swallowing all that unconscious meat without 
the presence... of some mealy and melancholy 
vegetables". He employed a meticulous aca
demic technique and was inspired by eariy 
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masters such as Francisco Goya (1746-1828). 
The "geological landscape" bears a resem
blance to Goya's 'Colossus'. The background 
gives a hint of the autumn sky, peaceful and 
serene, while the internal conflict of Spain is 
symbolised by a horrifying figure, gigantic in 
size, reduced to a set of leprous and warring 
limbs; head and body tearing each other in a 
frenzy of pain. It embodies for Dali, what he 
described as, that "blind history" which had 
claimed the lives of many of his friends includ
ing Garcia Lorca. This painting reveals Dali's 
utter lack of faith in progressive ideas and 
actions, in the human will to improve its lot and 
in the possibility of an unblemished and 
incorrupt social formation, as well as in lessons 
drawn from history. For him the Spanish Civil 
War, the struggle between ruthless tyranny 
and freedom-loving people committed to pro
tect and preserve democracy, was self-de
structive. While Picasso's 'Guernica' is a stu
pendous creative effort to capture the multi
farious aspects of this epic struggle in a grand 
artistic vision, the strong and intelligent man 
in Dali's painting uses all his skill to tear away 
the different parts of his body from each other 
in a desperate effort to hasten his doom. 'Soft 
Construction with Boiled Beans' is a study in 
tragedy. 

'Spain' painted in 1938 shows people killing 
one another and apparently relishing the job, 
the whole action set in a terrain the features 
of which indicate a female form. The under
lying idea — Spain=motherland=the female 
form being ravaged by her sons killing each 
other — is crude and hackneyed. Spain sets 
her own sons against each other who destroy 
their motherland and leave her barren. While 
the face of the woman, sad and almost tearful, 
is quite young, the feet are those of a very old, 
tired and battered lady. There is a strong link 
between 'Soft Construction', 'Autumn Canni
balism' and 'Spain' — the destruction of one
self, bordering on masochism. They show the 
same intelligent and callous, determined and 
relaxed, painful and happy, self-demolishing 

postures of the human forms, in a serene 
landscape.* 

It is a terrible journey which Dali's charac
ters undertake but never complete. Indeed 
they know that they will never complete it. Yet, 
the realisation that their lives will be tortuous, 
tormenting and.painful is never lost on them. 
Dali, not only makes his characters accommo
date these compulsions, he forces them to 
extract pleasure out of their self-destroying 
efforts. A humanity, which had to pass through 
all the ravages of poverty, hunger and de-
humanisation, could express itself only through 
sadist and masochist idioms. 

It was a strange revenge which Dali might 
have been taking upon his time. For his world, 
fierce, corrupt and uncertain, he had only 
abuses and curses. Not only did he place the 
socially accepted good and bad at par, he, in 
fact, tried to shock his contemporaries into 
realising that all their efforts to uplift society 
to a higher idealised plane were ridiculous. But 
then, there must have been a way out of the 
crisis of identity which disturbed him so much. 
Is the 'Persistence of Memory' (1931) a step 
in this direction? 

"Nothing is gayer than the persistence of 
memory. Soft watches... are masochistic be
cause they are so eternal. Like fillets of Sole, 
they are destined to be swallowed by the 
sharks of mechanical time. Like Camembert 
cheese, they are also mystical, St. Augustine 
having said, that cheese can be assimilated to 
the body of Chnst." This is how Dali described 
his work. Unlike his other paintings, there is 
little action in the 'Persistence of Memory'. 
Indeed, it is strangely opposed to all action. 
The coffin contains the dead, the far off 
mountain ranges are still, the landscape — 
land, sea and sky—- is extremely quiet. A 
living form lies on the ground, motionless. 
Only the tree trunk with a single branch grow
ing out at one end of the coffin, strangely 
resembling an outstretetched palm, holding 
and offering a cheese-like watch, betray ten
sion and latent action. There is no fragmen-
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tation, no grimaces and no violent suicidal 
action. Here each character is complete in 
itself and has a very complex relation with the 
others. Almost all the characters are motion
less, but not dead; they are living and intel
ligent entities contemplating on what is to 
come. The hint of twilight makes this strange 
alignment of landscape and character seem 
slightly mysterious. This then is Dali's 
visualisation of the persistence of memory. For 
one, who moved away from his world and not 
with it, this was a convenient refuge. It is here 
that life originates from, and even against, un-
life, watches and waits calmly for things to 
happen always carrying with it the idea of the 
essential death. 

And yet Dali sold, and sold well. Frightened 
out of his wits by the doom that failure would 

have brought to him, Dali likened himself to 
the crucified character (was it Christ?) hanging 
with his cross, nobody-knows-from-where, with 
the hint of an abyss of destruction far below; 
perhaps it was only as" a hope against hope 
that Dali added the tranquil scene containing 
a lake surrounded by not-so-high hills in the 
painting 'Christ of St. John of the Cross' (1951). 
Highly sensitive to the requirements of the 
market, Dali tried to shock people into buying 
his paintings. His psycho-analytical pretensions, 
his professed sympathies for Nazism and Hitler 
and his effective self-advertising stunts, made 
sure that his art survived in a hostile world. 
Although some of his paintings are almost 
classics, Dali is a lesser artist compared to the 
Renaissance Greats, the tortured Impression
ists of the nineteenth century and even his 
grand contemporary Pablo Picasso. 
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Mad men are dangerous. Society has to be 
kept safe from them. Their convoluted minds 
register no fear, no respect. They actually 
believe in their hallucination. Worse, they speak 
their minds. 

The very green grass urgently needs to be 
cut in this extremely wet monsoon. And the 
heavens, to dreamers, is the arena for one 
more struggle between the sun and the clouds. 
There are still people silly enough to dance in 
the rain. Even after the floods at the end of 
September. Despite the discomforts of dis
rupted telephone and electric lines. As for the 
graver consequences for our neighbours be
tween the ilSWBM and the Hostel, frankly, are 
we not more concerned about the gender of 
Sachin's newborn than the 'masses'. 

After all we are Presidencians, true leaders 
for generations, the heirs to Amartya Sen and 
Satyajit Ray, Rajendra Prasad, Subhas Bose 
and Henry Louis Vivian Derozio himself. Like 
the leaders who represent those pavement 
dwellers in the House of the People we grow 
deaf ears and retreat into our 'talk shop' on 
College Street. We are aroused (pun intended) 
when their world invades ours and we sally 
forth to block College Street. Whether the 
enemy is from Kolutola or the Zoological 
department, the coldness of (̂ Pf«lPf) hearts is 
warmed only by cigarettes, our vision blurred 
by the smoke. If our sensitive and uptight 
noses are perturbed by walking past their 
dwellings, there is always the spicy smell 
soothing our nostrils at Promodda's canteen, 
Gunjan, Tasty's or even Pepsi Food Station. 

The hawker near Gariahat, untouched by 
'Sunshine' shouts 'Kargil, Kargil, Kargil', urging 
fatigued shoppers to buy imitations of military 

fatigues. He too knows of the 'intelligence 
failure' and the import of sugar, of the victo
rious armed forces and the able leadership of 
Vajpayee, of Bakreswar and '̂ ITC^ ^^m (Ms\ 
f^'. Or is it my imagination working overtime 
again? My mind invading the intellection of 
others as intellectuals are supposed to? 
Inellectuals who sit all day with a ^ of tea 
in one hand, and a Charminar in the other, and 
stare at the roof of the canteen. The roof, by 
the way, is seeping and may cave in any day. 
But while it lasts, it will remain the C^to make 
merry. Or at least, be remembered as such. 
Threatening to undermine the image of stu
dent politicians who dare to step on the unholy 
turf. 

Most of these politicians were recently falling 
over each other to proclaim their loyalty to the 
Nation and love for their slain brethren. But if 
someone swims against the tide? He of course 
deserves to be assaulted at Sealdah station. 
And their fellow marxists? Unable to get to the 
snowy mountain tops they will find rooftops to 
proclaim their undying love for the Nation. The 
'jhoota azadi' of 1947 is now to be cherished 
and protected. Notions like 'enemies of the 
people' have no place in a Party Congress 
sponsored by Coke. The 'people' after all had 
no place in the golden jubilee celebrations of 
the red Peoples' Republic. And Marxist ortho
doxy here haste remain content with challeng
ing the decency of salwar-kameez and making 
demands forthe ethnocentric re-appellation of 
the state and her capital. 

And then, there is Derozio. The master 
himself. Are we not the youth of today's Bengal 
(sorry, Bangia), and as Presidencians, heirs to 
Derozio and his compatriots? So, those who 
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Stay closest to college must have beef 'hand! 
kabab' at Mohammadiya's. But beef-eaters 
must be kept out of their residence to keep it 
Hindu. After all, Derozio was a teacher of the 
Hindu College. 

But surely Derozio is no longer important 
in a Presidency where people ask, "What is 
HLV?" He no longer fires our imagination. He 
cannot be a rival for icons like Shahrukh Khan 
and Ajay Jadeja. What can the poor man do 
anyway, caged as he is in front of a hall named 
after him. His stony form gazes helplessly as 
his image is constantly overwhelmed by pun
gent odours from the Chemistry lab. Perhaps, 
this is apposite in a land where Gandhi Jayanti 
is celebrated by telecasting 'Border'. 

Presidency is a dream; a dream that has 
haunted generations of the Calcuttan exist
ence, that makes your heart skip a beat each 
time you turn the corner of the Baker Labo
ratories building and see that huge clock tick
ing, keeping time for a timeless institution. 
That is, if you are one of those about whom 

Suman sang, 
"-^ CT (M^ ^m^ m:^ wt^ m.-^ 

But dreams, love and craziness are very 
old friends. 

"If rape is inevitable", a senior once told 
me, "then lie back and enjoy". If falling in love 
is, by all means, do. But falling in love with 
a dream... is dangerous. For then you are 
captivated in a cocoon of maya and you are 
oblivious to reality. Even if you see the truth 
quite plainly, you still refuse to believe it, with 
an obduracy that will surprise you when you 
wake up. Your conviction is like a bubble that 
becomes reality; indeed your very existence. 

Worse, it encourages other improbable 
dreams. Dreams of excellence. Of indepen
dence. Or is the proper word, autonomy? So 
it is 'sensible not to dream'. But as the Bard 
said, "If music be the food of love, play on". 
If dreams be the food of your existence, please 
for Christ's sake, or for Rama's, Allah's or 
Marx's, do dream. 
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Universal Sentences 
Wittgenstein, Prior 
Dr. J.L. Shaw 
Alumnus (1955-61), Philosophy 

Russell, 

The aim of this paper is to discuss (i) 
whether the following sentences have the same 
meaning, (ii) whether they have the same 
truth-value, (iii) whether there is some asser
tion common to ail of them, and (iv) if there 
is some such assertion, whether it can be 
defined. 
(1) All men are mortal. 
(2) Whoever is a man is mortal. 
(3) Wherever there is humanity, there is 

mortality. 
(4) If anyone is a man, then he is mortal. 
(5) If humanity is present somewhere, then 

mortality is also present there. 
(6) (If X, is a man, then x^ is mortal), and 

(If Xg is a man, then Xj is mortal), where 
the universe of discourse contains only 
two objects. 

(7) (If x, is man, then x., is mortal), 
(If Xj is man, then X2 is mortal), and (x) 
(If X is a man, then (x=x,) V (x=X2)). 

Both RUSSELL and WITTGENSTEIN have 
discussed the question whether there is any 
universal fact corresponding to a universal 
sentence or proposition. According to Russell 
a universal proposition such as (1) is not re
ducible to a conjunctive proposition such as 
(6). Moreover, according to Russell, a univer
sal proposition is not deducible from a set of 
singular or atomic propositions such as 'x̂  is 
a man and mortal', and 'Xj is a man and 
mortal', if there are only two human beings. 
We need to add a universal proposition among 
our premises in order to deduce a universal as 

a conclusion from these premises. Hence if a 
universal proposition cannot be deduced from 
a set of singular propositions, then obviously 
they do not have the same meaning. Now the 
question is whether the meaning of (I) can be 
the same as the meaning of any other univer
sal proposition such as (2) or (3). Russell says: 

"Now when you come to ask what really is 
asserted in a general proposition, such as 'All 
Greeks are men' for instance, you find that 
what is asserted is the truth of all values of 
what I call a prepositional function." 

From this remark it follows that what has 
been asserted in (1) is the truth of all values 
of the prepositional function 'If x is a man, then 
X is mortal'. He also says that 'All men are 
mortal' means the same as 'x is a man implies 
'x is mortal' whatever x may be, and it also 
means the same as 'If anyone is a man, then 
he is mortal.' From some of his remarks about 
the 'is' of predication, and the meaning of a 
predicate such as 'mortal' which mean the 
same as 'Wherever there is humanity, there is 
mortality'. Hence, according to Russell, the 
sentences from (1) to (5) would not differ in 
meaning. 

Now the question is whether (1) is equiva
lent to (6). In several passages he has said 
that a universal proposition (or a general propo
sition) cannot be made true by a set of par
ticular facts. He says : 

"There are particular facts, such as 'This is 
white': then there are general facts, such as 
'All men are mortal'." 

Moreover, according to Russell, we cannot 
descnbe the world completely in terms of 
particular facts or atomic facts. He says: 
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"Suppose that you had succeeded in chroni
cling every single particular fact throughout the 
universe, and that there did not exist a single 
particular fact of any sort anywhere that you 
had not chronicled, you still would not have got 
a complete description of the universe unless 
you also added : These that I have chronicled 
are all the particular facts there are'," 

As regards the objectivity or the nature of 
a general fact Russell says: 

"It is perfectly clear, I think, that when you 
have enumerated all the atonnic facts in the 
world, it is a further fact about the world that 
those are all the atomic facts there are about 
the wortd, and that is just as much an objective 
fact about the wortd as any of them are. It is 
clear, I think, that you must admit general facts 
as distinct from and over and above particular 
facts. The same thing applies to 'All men are 
mortal'." 

From these remarks of Russell it follows 
that a general fact cannot be inferred from a 
set of particular facts because it is something 
over and above particular facts. For this rea
son we cannot infer 'All men are mortal, from 
x̂  is a man that is mortal' and 'Xj is a man 
that is mortal', if there are only two men. In 
order to infer the proposition 'All men are 
mortal' we must add the general proposition 
'All men are among those I have enumer
ated.'^ Hence, according to Russell, (1) is 
equivalent to (7), but not to (6). Furthermore, 
according to Russell, if there is a knowledge 
of general propositions such as 'Ail men are 
mortal', then there must be the primitive knowl
edge of general propositions such as '(x) (If x 
is a man, then (x=x.^) V (x=X2))' which are not 
derivable from inferences. 

But Wittgenstein does not subscribe to the 
Russellian conclusion that a general fact is 
over and above particular facts or atomic facts. 
Hence a general proposition like any other 
proposition is a truth-function of atomic propo
sitions. It is, in fact, equivalent to a conjunction 
of singular propositions which are reducible to 
a set of atomic propositions unless they are 

themselves atomic propositions. Wittgenstein 
says: 

"If all true elementary propositions are given, 
the result is a complete description of the 
wortd. The wortd is completely described by 
giving all elementary propositions, and adding 
which of them are true and which false." (4.26, 
Tractatus) 

From this remark it follows that according 
to Wittgenstein the wortd can be fully de
scribed in terms of the atomic or elementary 
propositions alone. For this reason the analy
sis of any proposition, including a general 
proposition, must end with a set of elementary 
propositions. To quote Wittgenstein: 

"It is obvious that the analysis of proposi
tions must bring us to elementary propositions 
which consist of names in immediate combi
nation." (4.221, Tractatus) 

"Every statement about complexes can be 
resolved into a statement about their constitu
ents and into propositions that describe the 
complexes completely." (2.0201, Tractatus) 

From these passages of Wittgenstein it 
follows that component universal propositions 
such as 'x^ and Xj are all the men that there 
are, in the analysis of universal propositions 
such as 'All men are mortal' are reducible to 
universal propositions about objects which are, 
in turn, reducible to atomic propositions about 
objects. Hence the universal proposition in (7) 
which is about complexes is reducible to a 
universal proposition about objects which is 
again reducible to a set of elementary propo
sitions. In support of the view that the quan
tifier 'air can be dispensed with, a few more 
passages may be cited from his Tractatus. 

"I dissociate the concept 'all' from truth-
functions. Frege and Russell introduced gen
erality in association with logical product or 
logical sum." (5.521) 

"If objects are given, then at the same time 
we are given all objects." 

"If elementary propositions are given, then 
at the the same time all elementary proposi
tions are given." (5.524) 
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Hence, according to Wittgenstein, the propo
sition 'x^ and X.2 are all ttie men that there are' 
is not something over and above the propo
sition 'x^ is a man' and 'Xj is a man', if there 
are only two men. Moreover, according to 
Wittgenstein if we do not reduce a universal 
proposition about objects, then it will result in 
meaningless expressions. This point of 
Wittgenstein can be stated clearly if we take 
a universal proposition about objects such as 
'Everything is red.' 

According to Russell the proposition 'Ev
erything is red' is equivalent to 'x^ is red, X2 
is red, and if anything is an object, then it is 
identical with x^ or with X2'. But according to 
Wittgenstein the third conjunct which is a 
primitive universal proposition in Russell is a 
meaningless expression. Wittgenstein says; 

"Thus the variable name 'x' is the proper 
sign for the pseudo-concept object... Wher
ever it is used in a different way, that is as a 
proper concept-word, nonsensical pseudo-
propositions are the result. 

So one cannot say, for example, 'There are 
objects'..." (4.1272, Tractatus) 

From the above passage of Wittgenstein it 
follows that any proposition of the form 'x is 
an object' is a meaningless expression. Since 
this type of meaningless proposition (expres
sion) is entailed by the proposition 'x, and X2 
are all the objects that there are,' the latter is 
also meaningless. It can be demonstrated in 
the following way : 

If the proposition '(x) (If x is an object, then 
(x=Xi)\/(x=X2))' which is the symbolic counter
part of the proposition 'x, and X2 are all the 
objects that there are' is meaningful, then the 
proposition '(If x, is an object then (Xi=x,) 
V(x,=X2))' which follows from the former is 
also meaningful. Again if it is meaningful, then 
its antecedent, viz., 'x, is an object' is also 
meaningful. If 'x, is an object' is meaningful, 
then its and only if its negation 'x^ is not an 
object' is also meaningful. This follows from 
his acceptance of the thesis that a proposition 
is meaningful if and only if its negation is also 

meaningful. He says, 'The positive proposition 
necessarily presupposes the existence of the 
negative proposition and vice versa'. (5.5151, 
Tractatus). Now let us consider whether 'x^ is 
not an object' is meaningful. If it is meaningful, 
then it is either true or false. If it is true, then 
the name 'x,' does not designate anything. If 
a logically proper name does not designate an 
object, then it is meaningless. If it is meaning
less, then the sentence which contains it is 
also meaningless. Hence the proposition 'x^ 
is not an object' is meaningless. If it were so, 
then 'x^ is an object' is also meaningless 
according to the significant criterion of nega
tion. Since, 'x, is an object' is the antecedent 
of the proposition '(If x, is an object, then 
(xpX,)V (X|=X2))', the latter is also meaning
less. Hence the proposition '(x) (If x is an 
object, then (x=Xi)V(x=X2))' which implies a 
meaningless proposition is also meaningless. 

From this proof of Wittgenstein it follows 
that the irreducible universal proposition of 
Russell is meaningless. Hence (1) cannot be 
equated with (7) which contains or implies a 
meaningless proposition. What (1) expresses 
can be expressed by (6). Hence, according to 
Wittgenstein, (1) and (6) are not only equiva
lent, but also express the same proposition. 

This objection of Wittgenstein remains 
unanswered from the standpoint of Russell so 
long as we accept the significance criterion of 
negation as a universally valid criterion. Since 
Russell himself has accepted this criterion, 
and since one of his proofs for the view that 
'X, exists' is meaningless is similar to 
Wittgenstein's above proof, there is no answer 
to Wittgenstein's criticism from the standpoint 
of Russell. 

Arthur Prior in his article, 'What Do General 
Statements Refer To?' has raised the question 
whether there are different types of universal 
propositions. In this article he is proposing the 
view that there are different uses of the word 
'air depending on the context of its use. Some 
uses of the word 'all' refer to existent objects, 
some other uses refer to actual (or present), 
past and future objects ; still other uses either 
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refer to mythical objects or do not have any 
existential import. 

Let US consider the following propositions 
of Arthur Prior: 

(a) All John's childern are asleep. 
(b) All cats like fish. 
(c) All unicorns have a single, horn. 
First of all, Arthur Prior asks whether the 

question, 'What has been referred to in these 
sentences?', is an appropriate question. It may 
be said that if we emphasize the word 'all', 
then this very question can be ruled out. The 
propositions from (a) to (c) have the form 'All 
Xs are Ys' and any proposition of this form 
simply says that 'No matter what X you take, 
you will find it is a Y'. But he has ruled out 
the possibility of dissolving the question in this 
way. He says : 

"Still maybe there is the odd case in which 
the question is in order. For example, suppose 
some adults are gathered in a downstairs room 
and there is a great clatter of childern upstairs, 
and some member of the party says wistfully, 
'All John's children are asleep anyhow." 

Now the question is whether the proposition 
'All John's children are asleep' can be equated 
with 'If John has a child, then he/she is asleep', 
as we equate 'All Xs are Ys' with 'If anything 
is an X, then it is a Y', or 'Whatever is an X 
is Y, where 'X' and 'Y' are 'predicate expres
sions'. It seems to us that Arthur Prior is not 
willing to ascribe the same 'If-then' or 'what
ever' interpretation to all propositions of the 
form 'All Xs are Ys'. He says : 

"One thing that people might mean by 
saying that a general statement 'All Xs are Ys' 
refers to a certain individual A, is that A is one 
of the individuals that would have to be a Y 
for this general statement to be true. And the 
sorts of individuals that qualify as being 're
ferred to' in this sense will differ a great deal 
from one sort of general statement to another." 

From this remark of Prior it follows that the 

type of entities referred to by a general propo
sition will not be the same in all contexts. In 
the case of 'All John's children are asleep'. 
Prior thinks the reference is confined to the 
existing children of John. Hence it cannot be 
interpreted as 'whoever is a child of John is 
asleep' or 'If x is a child of John, then x is 
asleep.' But the reference of the proposition 
'All cats like fish' is not confined to existing 
cats only. Hence it cannot be interpreted as 
'Produce me any cat you like : that cat will like 
fish.' Since we cannot produce dead or long-
dead and unborn cats, this interpretation can
not be assigned to this type of general propo
sition. Hence according to Prior it is not equiva
lent to 'Whatever is a cat likes fish.' What it 
says, Prior thinks, can be stated as follows : 
It not only is the case, but always has been 
the case and always will be the case that 
whatever is a cat likes fish. Hence in this case 
the reference is not confined to the existing 
cats only. It includes both the past and the 
future cats as well, but it does not include any 
imaginary cats. But in the case of 'All unicorns 
have a single horn' there is no reference to any 
past, present or future unicorns. According to 
Prior the person who utters this sentence might 
mean that it is said in the books that whatever 
is a unicorn has a single horn. 

From this discussion of Prior it follows that 
there are different uses of a universal propo
sition, and the meaning or the reference of it 
depends, in some cases at least, upon the 
context of utterance. Hence the meaning of 
'All men are mortal' cannot be equated with 
'Whoever is a man is mortal' or 'If anyone is 
a man, then he is mortal,' because in one of 
its uses 'All men are mortal' refers to past, 
present and future human beings. Since there 
is no such reference in the hypothetical propo
sition 'If anyone is a man, then he is mortal', 
the meaning or the reference of it cannot be 
equated with 'All men are mortal'. 
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^ s m ^ ^«fi:?t t R K ? ^5T^^ 'sjTsiTS ^aw-"5it°^ ŝ[m %:^ ^^n 
^ ' ^ >Q^ ^^^ ^c^ ^rm ( 7 i ^ ^ w csR^ "sjî ^ c« i^ 

m^ f r a csn:̂  i 

cR<p ^'^n:^ ^^?fr^ ^ ? . # p ^ ^̂ FI:̂  CWĈ  ' ^ CIJR'*! *}^ wc^ ^m 
^ k ^ ^e^Tf— ^ ^ ^ C5t̂  ̂  ^ ^ p -^K;^ I ^ 
^;r5\5i(:^ ^iwRvs c^ ? i ^ sn : ^ ^ ^ ^ i : ^ i (^^ gf̂ rtiF xs i^^ 
^5# csfR '^m\, " ^ ^Rfi\5 ^<ijc'T^<f ^ ? i t i i w f ^ ^ 



CT TfSTjr̂ î fm ^«tt ^ ^̂ «n?Tt ^^^n;^ t i i ^ c ^ ^r^ra^Mi:^ 

'Jf^t%;^ ' J l ^ " 5 ^ ^ r a c f w ^ — 

C^Wt^ C ^ ^ — ^Z^ '(f!^ C «̂f I K ' ^ •^... 

l i l ^ ^ ^ ^T::^^sitz<^ ^ ^ ^ ^ C ^ % I ?t?j— 

1 ^ X?M ^ J^^^i:^ • ^ t t ^ (Tit ^ 
* u i ^ srn:^ •^^«^«it frrt (7?w ^ 

^ ^ c^fi:̂  ( ? ^ ^ c ^ i ^ ^ ^.... 
^ ^ wi, w^ cm ^'£^... 

5̂̂  "^w^ "^m^ ^^f^M 'wf I 

^ r r ^ w ^ f̂t(:?f O N — ( ^ ' ^ I ^ ^ S M wf^ 

# r̂r5i(:̂  ^ 1 % — '^^tf^ t j i ^ ^— 



cal^R:^ wyf^ ifSm 

<^t:^ csrspfo ^»TM ^ ^ I 

^f^ 1?^^ c«n:^ ̂  '̂ sfpTt \ctf I 

^'«# 1M (7o?7I ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 

^flxsl^ ^ s r R ^ ^srf̂  c^<^ c ^ ^ 

>STt*fw<̂  w.^ ^ ^ ^5rf(:^ ^ , 

c^t^RT^ ^ ' f ^ C5t^ iv^ •src^ 

<r-wc^ f ^ i : ^ , 1T*B ^5rt^#Tt 

^rt^ C^^ C^^ ^fi\(Mi\ WM— 
^ "¥f^ ¥̂?:S ( K I ^BTfi:̂  c ^ R-Sr^^t.. 



' c ^ 5̂j;?i (?{w ^ "sput 
W ^ (?TC5[ ^ ^Hlt 

CÊt̂l (Tit? C^^ C^r«l̂  ^ ^ ? 

5 1 ^ ^5^:?! ^ , C5 i^ ^:?;?i ^ ' — 

^m ^ 1 ^ C ^ l ^ ^ ^5tJ#l ^r^j{^C4 

(TR:^, ^5 j t ^ 9fn?cf TfQtMR '^^ ^ 5 ^ ^5pHn«!-

—'CT f%? c ^ ^nwH, ^ ? ' 
^,®f<p|q<qi^ >i^iii^<^ ^ 5 f ^^^ ^^j^:^, 

^̂ «IPWH ^^WffQ^ ^ « l t ^ I vnt 1 ^ Wf l^ 

^vSmt > i | ^ ^#2 ^ "S^ ' ^ -t-î C^Jfl 

^ f̂î sm"^ t%t^pfr?i I 'SR^ ft^wt^ > i i ^ 

—^w ^jg ^ , c^^ ^:GI ^ I 

c?«t̂  ^511^? U(.'^t<t> T | ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ >i^^illc4 

"S^ ^ R ^ ? (Tit ^^"WH 0^ ^ ^ ^<^ 

Stf^M^I^ ? W^ 5̂0NQ • # C'^l^ " ^ — (Tit 

l m 5 ^ ^?« ^ I ^ M ^ tw * f ( : ^ ^ o H ' ^ ! 

^ ' ^ " ^ % F I I 1 % ^ C ?̂ ^ , (71 (TTt l̂ 

C^^ Ĉ  ? ^ C^'SfR:^ I OSrt̂  ̂ ^ ? (TI ^RTC^ 

t f f ^ (Tf?i, ^^^^^ (?f?i, ̂ n^ ^^i:^ (Tf?i, 'fpR;'^ 

^ii:^, "s^i^ ^^fsi^ C^R:̂  ck^i C T I ^ (?fn, ^ 

' c ^ ' ^ m i i 5 f i - n f ^ t ^ " ^ C5j^ c-ni:?, ^ 



^m^ ^m^ ^5i1^ 5̂!t̂  2m^ W."^ c ^ , •̂  w t e ^ ^ ^ ^ > T ^ ^ ?' 
TTSff̂  c^ilt^ 5̂̂ raH '^ I ' ^ t% i w —'^ c^R^'^ti;^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i "=0^ 

^ , 'ii^ ̂ H ' ^ " ^ s s i ^ ¥i;«) ^ to c ^ ^ ?' 

—"̂  i n # i ^ ! ' (M ^ , '"OM, (H:'»f T ^ to 2f*nM<[., >[̂ \5<IÎ CH<I to ^<f̂  

^tw^^sKfc*ft^^^5^,^5(t3Ft^^^^r?[^'!icw ^ ¥ f ^ ^ t^^i ^< , #11^ w t ^ TH r 

c ^ ^ I w m \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ < w f ^ ^ ^ H i i i 5 ° \ ^ I —'%ti ^^ (?#it m i ^ ^ ^ ^7^ ^!^, *tf^, ^ , ^ , ^̂ SRt% ^n^J?^^ !' 'Eff^ C5RW<1 ^ ' IW I Ĉ ^̂ ftW C ^ C5¥t?f, C5|̂  



C5^, w C5¥f̂ %:?i l^lf R(,^(.8i,^'i^%*R— ^-i^ 9\m wt^ *m I 'mm oow ^k< m ^ 

s f s f ^ tii^^f^ 2tt%#f ^ ^ ^ I Tff'—CT "sitt f'Wf^itsf I '«ftt% ^ * U f ^ •!it?f %f ^ " ^ i : ^ 
^ ^ t;^ -^ (Mi^ c^?' f̂ R̂?#?TWI cmt^ cmfw^t^^^m, ^ ^ ^ , 

^Tf^ "SltH C^'«l f S f ^ ^ m d "^m (.m!^ ^ ^5 | f | ^ I iil 'Sl^ ^vQTIt ^ I ^ ^ ¥ t 

HflfJi'il'WfIt— tf^ ^5it|^, C^W^, C T̂f̂  I ^ ^ ^ ^ M^ Q^ ^'^ W\, 'il^ t^'l i 

^sFRHw *f^ ^̂ s?fn '̂̂ it?! ŝRj '^^^ ^m^ (^"Q ^•^'^f^ I ?(̂ f̂̂ T̂TsiK^ ̂  c '̂̂ n;̂  

* m ^ «^ , m?i Wi-^ im\ ^ t ^ ^«i^ ^^ ^ ' m ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ * R t ^ ^̂ [f%?̂  ^ # ^ 
c«iai c^F^ I ̂ '^ C2f%5^ '^J^^ ^ ^«iM^ f^ ^ ? R ( i ^ I ^^KR ^ 5̂i:?R ĉ n;̂ ^ ^w;^^ 
'sj'̂ ^sM "s^^ (m(^ ^ K ^ ^«lf C ^ (?H I ' S ? ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^HHW^ ^STRi^tf^ 

^ ^ ^ - ^ 5 1 ^ . . . ^ ^ ^ C«R;^ C ^ ̂ ^ ' ^ , T^ 2 t i ^ ^ ' ^ . gfflMti^wt^ ^^BRG*tHt 

n-^imi ^ m cmi mc^Wi ^<(.^<t>^^ ^ ^ '^^^ ^^^^^^^ "fw^^^, c^wift^, 

^ ^ ^sppH ^7:^, ^ ' f t ^ c ^ ^ ^ 5̂̂ i:5Tt, > ^ ^ ^ c ' ^ ^ ^ «tt%i:̂ *ii W f t ^ 



7 f ^ ^SFSf^ C^i;^ t W 5 ^ ^ ^ t ^ 2lt%f%^ C ^ ? ' 

c ^ ^ c ^ ^ 2t^^ ̂ ^ fl?[^ ^f#ra m — 1 ^ ^ i t%f̂  ĉ  ̂ 1 ^ t% w ^ 

^ , ^01^1 %:2n:^f^:^ ^ , -nf lm-wi - ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^^^^ ' ^ ^u m<^ 

ĉ '̂ m >iit ^ ^ ^'^ WT %i 1^^ ^^^ wi ^-ni' 

w^ m ^^ ^ ^ f̂n;̂  'mi ^'^ m^ 9m(^^ '̂ Iwft, 
^ ^ K 5 ^ ^^ f^ , '̂ fCM ^ # ^ ^srf^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ |, 

^SrrW'^^ I ^^\^^ "Sp^^yl ^ t ^ I' —(M^, ^ ? K ^ 2f2Sf?Î 8 (Tf^!' 

—':# # t ^f^ ^ ' ^ ^ iT?i, ̂ st̂ j:̂  lilt c^x^^fT^^f^. '^^RI^TO^.t i f^fefi :^ 
=^!^ t% ^ ^5^ ̂ ? 1%^ w:^m^ ( w ^ (Til sfft^ ^^in;#^ ^w -sî î >î ic<i<r|[ ^sfM^ 

^M^ C^ ?' 'TCWI ^ 1 W^ Q^ ^ * R T W ^ ^ (?lt I 



^ -S^ ^ t ^ 2if̂ «1Wfl CWt̂  ^ C5^ I T̂n?7, ^ ^50 C5W[̂  t^%\5| % 1 ^ I' 

^i^s?^ wft% cs^^ '̂ sjn:̂  ^ , n f ^ ^ ^ c^:^ ^^n:^ ĉnm ^ i %^\im m ^ ¥f^^ 
di^>^ ^̂ NQ?̂ :̂̂  ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^sjt^ ^^pi \ 5 i i ^ (:5^w(i^i(:5X5^^^5sfgi^tt(7j(:^N6f^f^^^ 

^ f e t ^ ^ci3!c^f>i, ^c<ilc^[>i, f^ciilc^(>i! ^&w¥^'srf^t^^Tp^^CT(:5=?i5(^^5^^ 

f w c#f (Tii:̂  nn:̂ r 

^HTl^ CW^ TT^ ^T^ f̂t̂  •W t ^ ^ ' tW ^ WW\ ^50 lilWt ^ ^ t%. ^ •^I#^ ^ l ^ 

I w 5̂f5(?̂  ̂ f ^ # f ' # ^ #^, ^ ^ ^ ĉ »i:̂  
1 ^ t Vff^, wRf m^^ ^ ^ / ^(:^ R^ (7IW 

'̂ îfsf >ic-%ic<i5it ̂ ^ w ^ ^ ^ f^ i l ^ ĉ HR r 

# < i M I'TCW ?̂̂  t^f^ ŝ̂ rm wfM wfjfffrc^ 

^ ^ ?f#, f t fW^ ^ ^ ^K^ 1^> ?N ' ^ 

^ Wf t ^ ^ % t ^ l ' i ^ , ^ ^ t^N W t^(7F¥!' 

^ n i f w -̂ fn;̂  ^ I ^50 ̂ ^ fen%f C5^ i 

f ^ '^^'wi^ sifwf^ [tww sjRî t-iC'̂  (?N%, 

f ^ , «rat ^ ^ ^JM^ "WW^ C5^5^l 

i * 



—tit ^ ^ I t%l ̂ , ^Wt^ ̂ W[ ̂ Î5?lt̂ %1̂  

~ ^ ^ L _ ..,._ ,,p,.. ,v._, c Î̂ c^R^5 Î ^ ^ ^ % ĵ:s=t, ^5im^ 
—'̂ ^ Trf̂  c«n:̂  m ^ 7[i%^ c^ff^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ .̂̂ ^̂  • ̂  , ^ ,,,,,,^ 

^tjKsi^ft^ ^^ y\\v^m'm I "m <?m^m ''^^^ ^̂ ^̂  "^^ ''^' ' ^ ^'^'^ '^^ 

A'^ti '^'j<[ www I ^^mn ^ m ^ ! ^^ ^^^ ^ f c "̂̂ f̂^ t ^ I % ^t^^ ^ c ^ 

5t^ \5R»ti ^;^5tf ^ , ^%3 JT?i, ^^^51;^ ^ ^ t^f *t^ ^ F t t^ t^ t w (Tfw "^iw:^ 

:p?W?fMf ^51^ C^n;^ ^IW ^ t ^ C^^-nt^ I C i R ^ ^ C^rn;?IIC2t^x5a^2|^;5^'5^5(f^ 

"m '^m?^^^, "^^ w ^ ^ ^ i ^ <iw (71 ^ ĝ%?f X5it̂  ^ ' W t ^ ^50 î]̂  ^sff̂ i:̂  

i8 



"?fĝ 5T?f f lM t f m/^?:^ ^ ^5^^ f ^ " 

—a%?M^^ 
>ilt C^ 1 ^ ' T ^ C«R:¥ ^ ' l ^ ? ! t ^ ^ ^ 

•̂ ŝTt 1 ^ "^rf^ ^ "^ 'A'^ 1^#i ^ ' ' i 

^ w t ^ i ^ Ff ^^^^ "^ W^ ̂  ^ttfl ^ 

"There ain't no cure for love" 

-Leonard Cohen 

" ^ , t ^ c^ c^, >iwf ^ , ftff ^ ^srpfiw..," 

•sii;?!̂  (?w ^i^#tsf C^R:^ '^r^ ^ < wusi ^ 
c ^ c ^ — " ^ ( ? ^ f ^ ^sjiw ^ cwm 
•sti-n— ^ w t ^ , ^ ' ' i fs^ ̂ ^ ' i^o^ ^in^ " ^ 

10 
>4 



^"^ (yl"5H s f p i t w ^ 2fi?jĴ  ^ 5 ^ ^ (M^ 

^ ^ C 5 ^ c ^ C5^^#ra •5^^ ^ t t M l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

^^«^ nwui^ ^"^wi •='m^m ^\^^tn?raPift 
î FH;̂  ̂ ^ ^fei^ ^̂ ;̂ 51Ĝ  ^ ^ 1̂ ŵ  ^ 

c^^^ W M ^ ^WB ^ ^ t^wc^i f % ^ ^ 
c:̂ ?n:5]Vf̂  ?tH'<2 "sfH,!^ w ^ RbRi^ ^ s } ^ ^ 

^ 2fft%^ WF\]^ 1^? ^ 1 ^Fl^n Pink Floyd 

C^tr% 'Psychic treatmef, Greatfuil Dead^^ 

f w M , Satana'^ Rythmic appeal ^•^\M ^^^R, 

^jî ii:^ nn:^, 1%^ e ^ ^ ^ % t t ^ c£ti:5[^%i^t^ 

«5^ ^ ^ ^ 2 f « W # ^ C«f(:^ ^ W i ^ ^ ŜT̂ f̂ 

"Silence 
and a deeper silence 
when the crickets 
hesitate" 

[The Spice-Box of Earth 
poem: Summer Haiku, 1961] 

^?| ^ ^ f l < ^ ' n i ^ ^ ^ (M<^ f̂ '̂ lTf̂  ^ 

'Suzanne' ^ ^ 'm^ ^ 2WPf^ ^ ^ ^ 

^ ^ ^ st̂ m G*fHt *?rR, fst^ "nn ^ ' t i t i ̂ t ^ 

3Tffl^ "=1^ ̂ "^R ^?iî  Form ^ ^ 1%^:^ ^ ^ ^ 

"Suzanne takes you down to her place 
near the river. You can hear the boats go by. 
You can spend the night beside her. And though 
you know she's half crazy..." 

[Album : Songs of Leonard Cohen 
Pub : 1967] 

f t ^ ^ ^ Sailor, R^^ ^i^<ll[^^5 ^ ^ ' ^ , 

1 ^ ^ ^?t^mj, "R^fevs ^ ' C W t t ^ W W^J^ 

• ^ M i% (.m:^ ^ ! 'i^(M ĤCiJ<l ^ • ^ 

Ra c*t̂  ^% W^ (M^ ^ w^ ^sfoi, 
WitW "...heroes in the seaweed/there are 
children in the morning/they are leaning out for 
love..." I ̂ n^n CSf^^^sf f^^;^^]%^ ^Q ^ ^ j j ^ ^ 

%I ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 | ^ 2tf̂  >#^, ̂ W felt I 

i>!s 



* f f ^ ^ s n ^ # ^ t % ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ l ^Kfl^t^W ^ ^ ^ T f f ^ l 'Songs of love and 

^5% ̂ n:^ ̂ 5^^ CT ̂ i r fwi, ^ f̂mf̂ «^ ̂ ^ Hate'̂ simm^^c^ni:̂ !?^ !̂:̂ ^ :̂̂ ,-yoyvv/jo 
^B ^<(Wm 2W=t C^1i:?fi;̂  ^^°s Ĉ1i:?J K^TC^I w/sh to conquer pam/You must learn to save 

(M^!^ f ^ % I '^W^ '^PH^ Songs From A me we//" — ^ ^ '^K^IKMH fe^iW^^M 

Room''iî  2t̂ n*R?R >joH> n^\ ^<\ m.^ ^ 4 # ^ ^ c£t^csR:^#f5^'H?f%5i^«0i 

^ ^ ^ ^ ? m H ^ ^n^Sf^ Parasites of 5 W t ^ - ^ C ^ - # 1 ^ W^ ^ I -^ l^^f f^M 

Heaven'^ 1%!^ ^ ' ^ i t ^ ' T ^ : 8 f t (?̂ ni:5J?ra ^ ^ 1 % ^ ^5jf^ C'̂ R:̂  '^M ^'QW 

"One night I burned tiie house I loved ^ 1 ^ C ^ * ^ ^^lITi?^ ^ f ^ "^Tt^l 

it lit a perfect ring 

In which I saw some weeds and stone ^ ^ ^CTW C?IW fe^ Rc^ ' T ^ ^ ^ 

Beyond- not anything" ^HW^'^fC^ ij^ C ' ^ ? ^^ ^ ^ 1 ; ^ WRI ^ ^ 1 ^ , 

^ t t%*t^ ^ C??It ̂ srt^lW^ <̂1W<1 ^ # ^ W R M ^ ^ ^ ^ I "/And /s f/i/s w/iaf you wanted/ 

'TWI, "^IK^ ̂ simt %555C^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ T : ^ to live in a house that is haunted/by the ghost 

^ 1 <[JH '^^(.<^<\ W^m\ s fStnM^ WM ofyou and me?"[Album: New Skin For the Old 

^»1MRT^ WT^ W ^ ^ ^#tC?f C ^ ^^??^ ̂  Ceremony, Pub : 1973] <ilt ^ C^̂ f̂  '^iMW^ 

«r^ 2} f | f t fR^W, Ĉ ^̂ IIW "The trees they got CT^^TfW '^IWR' 'W/\ C^RR^ ^^ [R^ I "Who by 

much smaller/the lake— like lady's mirror... I fire? who by water?...Who by very slow 

thought I saw an eagle/but it might have been decay?...Who by something blunt? Who by 

a vulture/I never could decide."(Story of Isaac, accident? who in Solitude? Who in this mirror? 

Album : Songs From A Room). (Tf'^Tf ^^^^^^^ ...And who shall I say is calling?" 

^«n^ m ^ 'When it all comes down to dust' —C^ m^ cmm "mm ^ t v/M?^ 

^ C^R:^ i £ l ^ ^y\tWrl I ^ t ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^— "^ ^'"9^"" '^'^^* ^'^ ^°'' "̂̂ ^ ''^ '" 

^ ^ ^ i n ^ % t % , ^ ^ m l ^ existence-C^ his voice." t % ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ' " " ^ ' ' f ^ 

^m^l ^ ^ ^Rf c^?lkl^ CStt drunker 4 ^ WRJ^W I 

Sf^Cf^n:^ W r n : ^ 1% 5̂̂  ^T:^^^ (Tit SR^RI "Death of A Ladies' Man" Wt^l^T^ (1977) 

'^^ ' ^ M ^ f ^ ^ ^5jt(^( C^K^ £tW^ ^^Wi:^ "As a falling leaf may 



rest/A moment in the air/So your head upon I am spoken for, 

my breast/So my hand upon my hair."— If it be your will." 

^ f̂Mf̂ PTtft l̂t%5 c«n?̂  felTT*^ t%?^ %^ >{<t>(.<^'^^W^, "Everybody knows", ^t^n 

^t^PlRc^t*! WSTRM '^^^ t*tf^"C^ "true love "That's how it goes" I "I'M YOUR MAN" > Ss W 

leaves no traces/If you and I are one." ̂ '?i Tt^<^^^Cf lH^H?f i * f t^^^^^H?^ (M^\<1 

•^ra^ W ^ smf t ^ £t̂  'Death of A Ladie's ^ ^ ^ 'ilsl I 2f<^ f ^^ ' ^ ^ I S ^ ^ M I i ^ ^PB 

Man' ii:i 1 ^ % « l % ^ , "Now the Master of 'melody"5in:^ l̂T^ 'Lyric''^if^ C2£fmii4W^#t 

this landscape/he was standing at the view..." ^ 5 ^ ^^W( ^'«IM I W^ ^5if^s[ti% ^ l ^ i ; ^ 

l i l t ^ "STt̂  t w ? j ^ ^ 5 1 ^ ^ ' ^ ^ t ^st^*lt, CT c^n i : ^ ^ -nf^r:^*!!?^ ' ^ 5 ^ ^s^j^^f PC^TC- '̂ 

"The man she wanted all her life/was hanging Cf'ffM I "I don't like your fashion business, 

byathread"—^^r^'J^^t^^^^Uf^ (Mj^ mis ter"—^Pl^^ lJPRj^^^ t f^ f^^^^ f^^ 

j\^ ^^\f^^ T^pm WS\ - # 0 ^ l ? I '̂̂ fT® f 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 ; ^ ^<f>WWî fl ^ , '^'^ system i:^ 

: g ^ ^5ff |^ 5̂̂ 1311 \5!^ 'Diamonds in the 

^ ^^;:^ ^fvb'ij'iRi.c^, iviw?^ ' T ^ ^Tsm mine'^^ "5^51 "̂ tTw^ ^ ;̂s7:̂  1%!^ ? ^ ^ ^ntn ^ 

ŝKiŝ l "Let me see your beauty/When the (W^ (/{<W\ '^J^\ "^ 'i|«ttW ^'«[Rt 

witnesses are gone/...Show me slowly what I 'Sfff^c^Rxp^ttt"^i;^'<s1 Cferl ^[l^?*:R\'Tl^I?*R;^ 

only/Know the limits of/Dance me to the end ^% W^^ l^<ii^'P^B ^^ I " ^H^ <DFS''<P 

of love." [Various Positions] ^^1^ ^̂ TR^ '^sit^ ^^f^ "^^K^, "But a man never got a woman 

f f f ^ >R:^5I^ % I ; ^ ^RTU I W^ 'mi ^mut^ back/not by begging on his knees... if you want 

*5f$t% ^ ^ G W W B ^ ^%m "^^m CT 1 ^ ^ ^ , a father/for your child/ or only want to walk/ 

ĉfW^ W!Hr<2l "Touch me with your naked with me a while/across the sand/I'm your man." 

hand"— ^ t "^tm ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I 9m^ - ^ f%R ^W te^ ^sĵ ^RH ^5if%f^^—'here I 

Pt%^ ^ffK?I ^ ' ^ I — stand.' ^51^^ T f s ^ ^ * a ^ ^ r i ^ ' ^ ^ ^ l ^ 

"If it be your will % [ ^^^0 CT, t%1^ ^wIM^I^lH %<-f<2fl]^n^ 

that I speak no more : "I'm just paying my rent everyday in the tower 

and my voice is still of song." 

as it was before; itSts^^Ft^ C^ni:?^^^;^ CWRî l̂  "^it^^lt^R^ 

I will speak nomore, ^^f^^ tt%?5p!, ^^(^^ ̂  "^^^ '^'^ ^WB 

I shall abide until {w i ; ^— "Democracy is coming to the U.S.A." 



'SB 'Sffsrai f^W^ ^«!^%I ^Hb^ 2ff^ "?M v3 ^5jt»fn;̂  2IWW ^ 'ifMf'^ ^SfM t ^ (?W I 

^rf^t%f ^5!^ ^^Rw CSf̂  c^^5 fR5 f§^ iflt 'SiMW^^l^^—"^'The Future'W(=1 ÎW 
Democracy-^ ̂ »f%^ I •^ [ f lM'^^ i^^ i^T^I I^ f i t ^ ^ Ĉ K̂l̂ ?̂  l^cJijSt^ ^)M Cili'*! Ĉ TĈ  ^ 

mtw,^T;^-^^^fl^i?ra^^^nn;^^^ ^^ ^^ 1^ ^ ^ ^ ^,^^ ^ ^ ^ 
im m-^ Q^ '^'^^ m^m\ (^ ^^m wfto fww m 'w ̂  '^^"^ I 
Pf^^^^ I t ^ t ^^^ f ^^S f^ - 'Bu t ^^^^^.^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
for a miracle\C^^t^ 'T^^ W WR«Tt̂ ?̂fW?{ 

^ 9 f f ^ ^ ^ m ^ 'tower' 1 ^ ^ ^ Ĉ R̂  C5t̂  
w f ^ I ^nwt wfl^, li]^ to ŝftw 5̂fî  c ^ 

Ĉ W C^—"^5ft5^ ^ ^ t ^ 90 M ^ t / ^ ^#?f 

"The trafic moves on sunset over the painted 

arrow/s, words and lines. It is best not even to 

whisper about this perfection. This is the end 

of my life in art." 
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^ % 'And if I hadn't read...' 1 ^<^^1 i : ^ Ĉ  * t^5^ ^ c N ^ I ̂ 3#S ^srf^^n^ 'sHtot ^ l ^ I 

{ ^ ^ : ? n - t ^f^U^ (^^... 'not to have read I w ^^if^^f^ • # SPTlf^ ^ t ^ t ^ ^ - ^ ^ ? 

Hegel would be an exorbitant defect for a ^ 0 5 ^ '''^^^'^ ^WWM ^-t. ^1w ? — 

philosophy teacher, for a Marxist intellectual, 5|f̂  ' w f ^ ' ? [ t l ^ W^ ^ - ^ '5;?I ''H^ ? — ' ^ 

for a Bataille specialist. But for me? Where do < ^ ' ^ ^ ; ^ 5, —? j | ^c0 , •^jiw^l^'^'l^fH 

my reading duties begin?' ^ M̂J<l<P»l ?m I ^ i , ; ^ ^ ^ ^^=^ f ^ i i J^^K^, ^ t ^ t ^ 

C^,'^^\^C^^^\(^^^^ ^ ^ % C ^ . ^ i n l ? H ' ^ 1 ^ « ^ : ' m i s u n d e r -

C^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ? ^-f% ^ - ^ w m C^nH standings are the medium in which the incom-

?t1t^ m ^ ^ I y l ? ' m ^ ^wm 2 t ^ 'sitiTf I municable is communicated." ^ ^ ^ - ( 7 T ^ ^ 

"m '"^m ^ ' — CT^ C51 ̂ ^irwi '̂ 3t% '̂ 1 ^ ^ ^ \5(?^#t? ^ 1 ; X M '^WWSl'^ 2ff%^!MS 

iTR;5[̂  CT ̂ [f%^-t%(;^i^ ^ « l t '̂  (Tit m'B ^-^^^s^^w^M^,^m\^^f5'm^,Ws^\ 
^W.m ^ ^m ^ \* f % f ^ ^sit^iKw)^ (71 ^ V ! 1% ^sit̂  >il^ n( ' i l t o ^ K^^ ^ (71 

?r%,^c5R:^^t^^^iiTf%^?^#^(^5t 'BitTfiiŝ  "xp' ^tc^ v5ji^ ':^< < i f ^ ^ 

2f1% ^sit^n w i ; ^ # i I ^^, ^^'^ m ^\^^ ^^ tw t ^ ^ t ^ ^t^ 1 ^ ^ ? (7H 
^^qwwsf I CT \m 2ff% "smc^ ^^m^ "^^w^ '"^mi^ w.^ 'nm' c^n^ ^ftm (?^, ĉ t̂wt 

^0 



8f7f^ •nmff M 5 ^ f^-sf*!^ "^^^^ <^wc^ ?5Wfw ^ w ? ^ 7f^^ l i ) : ^ f ^ ^ jw f f I m w 
C ^ ^ ^ * f ^ r^ , 'enabling violence'— C%nt^ ^ - t w ^ i l ^ C^C^ (M^ , ̂ (^ ' « ^ J ^ t»ff*f ^ 

^ ĉ n:̂  '̂jjt î5w? (75^ wiî  1% Tfĝ ? ^i:?fiv- • ^ ^ ' ^ 1 % t%^^— (Tit 1%^^ 

"^^'^ «̂if ^s^ ^ ^1^^ #mn:^ 1 '^^^ T^"^' "^ '̂ ^ ^ °̂ '^^'^ ̂ ^ ( ^ 
^ t ^ ^ t w ^1^ '^ '? c^ f̂̂ '̂ iti:̂  ^^ctw^^^^w^^K5,^f^c5f^ 

'mm^^'^m^^m^-cmm'^^ ^ f^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ) # ^ ̂  ^fwi ̂ % 

mm^^^cm^^ ^m^, media- "'^'^^°"^' ^^^'^7 '"' ^ ^ t T ' T " ' ' " 
^ ^ cording to social and technological circum-

n, IR I Ĉ  1 stances, the history of reading should not be 
Y<jmm ^^(m Cmi-m:^ t^m^ reduced to a chronology of those variations. 

^ SI^R:^ I ^ ^ wrsrai ^»Nf| ^in:k t f ^ it should go beyond "them to confront the 

^ I ^ "snr?^ ^Sfpr fwt tW^ >rl<C^1C^ relational element at the heart of the matter 

^SRM*f— ^ ^ ^ <i)pf C^flt^ft "^nwf I 1W •• how did changing readerships construe shift-
^ ' R t '-^'-^^ ^ ^ # f , ^ 5 ^ t% vsimt H ^ ing texts?" STR -̂-̂ ^̂  ̂  ^ i m ^ C W I 1 ^ , 

nm^j^ ^^^ t̂f% ^(:^ c ^ wfm 2 ^ - ^ ! ^ ^'^ f̂T̂ . fl%^?l^ w^ nB, 
^J^%^—"^5it^i;^^^^ft^^sn|w>I?:^ ^5M^ ^^<(meaning) C^fl^^t^^tT^ I 2f^ 



^C^^fe l^5 t^ 'Rf l^^ f t f ^ \ ' - ^ ' ^ rn?TfMf insight into tlie general functioning of a textual 

^ m ^ M t C ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — C ^ ^ - ^ system." ^5^(^m ^ ^ <m m^W^WM m CT 

i ^ i ŝimi ^ -c^ c ^ ^ - ^ ^ M^ s t ^ ^ i n i f ^ ^ ^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ i i ^ ^ - m c ^ 

t ^ ^ 1% TRTOt ^-ntf t ^ ^ ? c^^ ; ^ " ^^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 

•̂ «i c^i '^^m sfit^ -sn̂ff ^^ 5̂];̂  c ^ ^ ^ '̂̂ ^^^ î̂ PTC^ wi;5^̂  ̂ I ^5^^i 
^^tHl^<^^l ^^^[^ ' i l t W " ^ I C^-^t^f^W^ra ^f^HT^/^ll^-^^IIfiT^ ^ ? , ' s # ^ , dlalogicality. 

^'^ntWfS ' 5 # m ^ ? ̂ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ I H , '^s .nm, C^^^f^' £t1%C^ ^fRlis^ C«! ̂ 5TW^ t^^5% 
51«t3̂ '̂  ^'5^^'^—i^^^fn?I^^:s^4^^^'t=^'5in:^^, ^ ^ ^ ^rai ^ « ^ ^5Rtrf%^?^*rr?I^, decon-
^ 0 ^5Hj^, ^5#^^*t^, ^%-^ ̂ t ^ f̂t̂ ^̂ i:̂  ^ ^ « ^ textuallzatlon, H^W\ ^ ^^^ -sJI^f^^i^^fl^WS I 

^^fc^si^ ^ M ^ ^ ^- t •£#, 5̂1;̂  ĉ  ^ — f t i ^ ^ ^< m^ w^ '^sitt^-

^ ^ ^ 1 % ĉ w wiRĉ Jĉ  wi^ (7#?i, ̂  "srt^TffM^ w^ (M, ̂ sf^ ̂ «tMlw, ^ 1 ^ 
%IK5# ^^f^ ^ ^ ^ K ^ ^ : "I do not 'concen- ' M j i ? ^ t % 5 % ̂ M t ^ ¥ « ^TT?:^ ^ (MC^ 
trate' in my reading...either exclusively or '^Sft^ ^ ^ j ^ >1^>UlC^'^t%^"?lM l ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' 
primarily on those points that appear to be the ^5,*rf¥^, ̂ ^^, ^^^«t ^ ' ^ ( : ^ ^ ^>sf^Hl^<^^f 
most 'important', 'central', 'crucial'. Rather I " ^ % ^ ^It^ ^ , 2flWlT;«^ I 
deconcentrate, and it is the secondary, eccen- ^ j ^ ^ f '̂«UlHC'4ifd(« '̂̂  t%?l Ĉ  t ^ s ^ ' Q ^ 
trie, lateral, marginal, parasitic, borderline cases ^^ff^"^ ^ %'>^^ ^ ^ ' M ^ ^ ' « l , ^S\(M 
which are 'important' to me and are the source W.^ Q^ ^'^ 2 f P # ^ ^ ^ ŜTR?! I (^J^ 
of many things, such as pleasure, but also C^JJTt̂  "^ ^-^ i ^ ("i^ ^5?R^ ̂ SRS f ĵ 



7^')^^^nmMw.^n\^{h^^<^ ^eft^^ ^^11^1%^^eit^515^'jnt^ m^,m^^jz^r 
Xfyf^ if lt ' ^ ^ ^ <PC<ll̂ C«1-l ^ t ^ t W : "The ^ W'^1^I>5ft^<J|1^s^,^S05fv8 2t1%(:^^^ 

'subjectivity' of the discourse is given by the ^^<5h<l^ *f|w ^ 1 *̂2111^ ^ R l ^ "^^ W.^ 

presence, explicit or implicit, of an 'ego' who f ^ 'Sfft^ (Tit ' ^ # # 1 'S!^ {^-) C^V^'-C^ 

can be defined 'only as the person who main- 5i^^ll^\o ^??[f|| ^5 i |^ t l^^JW S f ^ s j f i J ^ 

tains the discourse'. By contrast, the 'objectiv- C^^,'^'»{i1H<MW<!^^^^'!lt^j^^5p|^^^f^ 

ity of narrative is defined by the absence of i^l^M^ 1 w ^ " ^ k ^ ^ , (?R^ '̂ 5|f5!|̂ ' ^ 

all reference to the narrator.'...storytelling be- ^TR^ ^'^ 1%>f«fl^TRli^-C^ C 5 ^ £ f ^ 

comes a problem only after two orders of ^ f ^ 1 ? ^ '^FWC^ ^ " ^ I ^ W l̂ 'TR" ̂ I H ^ 

events (real and imaginary) dispose them- "Ttl 

selves before the storyteller as possible com- i^t "^^ ^T?\ ^ \ ^ i ^ ¥RI H^B 

ponents of stories and storytelling is compelled (^"^ I "W^, C ^ '^I^^1c^?l ^ ' # f "^tf^ ? 

to exfoliate under the injunction to keep the t^^J ' iWi^ 'R i ;? ! C^^sffsi^'S'ft^^jt!;^^^!!^? 

two orders unmixed in discourse." 'wmi' ^ 05 î5 \i>]\(^, # f ^ % n : ^ ? ^^ft^^-^^fSTR:^^it^ 

^ ^ , -̂sH ^^I^/^^^fTFT^-C^ W^ ^ ^ ( H ^ ¥5Jt 'W^\ ^ — ' C f l ^ ti%5P1 m^'fFR'-^^ 

C«]W ^ ' ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^̂ im '̂ ^̂ KITR??̂  "SR:̂ ;̂  % J ^ ^ I C^lf^R^, orality, 0 tl^^PW ^ ^ '^ '^ 

^^^(:^, semblance of meaning) ^^B^ W-CTlt (7^ l^^-^^t( :# ^fWt ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ , 1 ^ 

2tta^ c#m tv^ -^m w^ ^m^9\ '^\^4^'^'m^n^^^t^w^'^^^^^ 
ŝn%m ^ >w^ ^ j ^ , ^fwf^ ^ ŜRM ^ w f ^ <jim^^I w^ ^^n^ (^^ ^^) 

^^%^ t(77 w?n, ^5jw wTfi^ c ^ , c^m ct)l^wwtt # w i ^ ^^ % 1 % ^ 

^f^m^ ' ^ ^ TRt^ 2m{' f^^m mm ^w f̂^̂— (?wff^^ ^ t t ^ , ^ ^ ^ 

'Tt, ̂ ^ ^ >n^iti^ gff%^ ^ ^?5^ xpnw ^ t l % ^ cm^"^ ^'^ ' ^ ' ^̂  "^^^ 

' ^ ' ^ W tt%^rCT^ c^ i :^ '̂ ^H<MC<1<5 CT listening duties begin?' 





^ TTcT ^ • ^ cT^ ŜfFTcTT 11 :5^ TRf "^ ^ "fWT TRfnTT 11 c^RhH 3T^ PFFT! ^ J T ^ ! 

g ^ ^ ^TFT F i ^ 11 f ^ ^ ^ f ^ - ^ ^cff^ 3TT%^?T^"feTqT^I 

I , ^ I c T - ^ tJciHIi^ f ^ ^ ^ T T ^ f t TIcT 7T^ ^ f tm ?fQF ^ ^ W t I -

^ I 3 m ^ ^ ' 3 T T ^ ^ M T f t m ^ c|F ^ M t ? t l ' ^ f ^ TT^ ?̂1TT?T ^ ancTT I , 

i r^-TT^ -Sfr^r ^ , IT^-TT^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^5R TTcT % ^ ^ ^ ^tcT^ eFT^ 11 cf^ ŜriTFTT 

fe^ 1 ^ ^ ' ^^srar 3fk T R ^ g ^ iM\ ^ ^FTi^ ĴTTĉ  3TTcn I , ^mtz fcf^ Ti;̂  

11 3Rm |3TTI 3 ^ ^T^ FT J^^ FT 3t^ 

, -OT^ r̂ 2TT f ^ l l 3 ^ eRcIT I , 3 ^ FtcfT 11 ̂ f "̂ Tt ̂  oRcTT 11 

p 5 ^ " ¥r^ T̂cTT I 3 ^ ^ "?Io^ 3T^ ^ " ^ 

=7W ft^ l^Hchl QF̂ TF ̂  f l d ^ ^ 5̂Z TTZTTI 0 0 0 

WRft ^ 3 ^ g | I 3fk TTFlf ^ f w i ^ ^ 

T̂TR̂  ^-q-fcTT 31 (̂ ^ ^ 3TIPF7T ^ J ^ ^ % ̂  f ^ ^T^ % ^ T l t ^ T T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

• 3 T T f ? ^ ^ F r ^ T c T T , ^ ^ ^ ? ^TW off ^ ŝncTTI ^ ^ 3TWop 

^ H ^ 3fRir Tj^ # 1 If? ^ ^ 7 ^ ^TFft -^H^dl , 3 ^ ^ifc^-^ ^ ^ ^TfcH - ' ^ 

3 T T ^ I , ^ 3 T R t T | ^ ^ | | t r ^ ^ ^ f t ^ , F t ^ T T F f f ? ' 

^ ^ I ^ eFft Ff) I ^ TftrRTT, ^ ^ 3T^^?R ^ ?t ^ mu. Flrft I , ^ ^ T̂ râ  

(?) 



5 R ^ - % 5 R f t | ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ # ^ 3 T f ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3W% "jffcR f ^ e f t m^ 3 ^ ^ ^ 

^ 3TW^ ^ I , ^ ¥ ^ ^cRt ?FTt Q T f n | % 3 ^ ^ ^ # ^ ? t ^ n ^ : 

;3Te^ %^ %c[ m̂rTT I , TTpft H ^ W f f I 3?T^ #TT T? f̂PTT I 3 ^ 3 ^ ^^;^^rRT 

^ ^ 'R^n^ ^hl ^{J\ "^ cftTT F l^ ^ 1 O O- O 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^mcTT - ' ^ c ^ " •=[??, " 5 ^ 

F̂TcfT I , •^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f r ^ 3R?TT ^R^^ ^ ^TIcTT 1 1 % ^ ¥ ^ 

' % R ^ T ^ ^ - % ^ ? ' ' ^ T p c f t eft ^^TTFT 3 T ^ ^ ^ I3fT I f^TR^ ^ 

of? p 5 ^ Wm I l^^TFT 3^T^ | ^ T ; 0 [ sftT ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^HK^ 11 TfFfTT ^ i r ^ 

^ lleFr eFT ̂ ^nm I 3fh ipcTT I % 3TT^ 3 T T ^ 3mcft | l ^ ^ c T 5 ^ I ^ 

fen I ^ ? ^ ^ ^R? ^ % ^ ^ i f 3^T^ 3ftT 3TT T ^ 11 3 ^ T3;̂  ^U^ 

W^Wl^n^%\ # r n TTFT TWT I Î TOr̂  3 ^ W^ 3Fr fqR 

O O O 3 ^ ̂  ^R ̂  ĵncTT 1 3 ^ ^ HTTTrrn m ? ^ I 
^ f ^ f ^ ^ HmicH 3 îcht[ui TT 3Tr% "^ 

^Tte ^ TT̂  ̂ -fWTT-TTT ^ I 31^ 3^ t ^ f ^ ( ^ 3^ t r f r # Wi\) t f ^ WT 

eFH, q[f 3 ^ i ^ ^ 3 l f % T T f ^ ^ f ^ ^ : ^ | f ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ g j ^ f | ^ ^ ^ | l 

ĴfRT ^nicft, # ^ "^ ?t ^ # [ 1 # ^ ^ ^ f ^ 377% ifT^ 317^ 11 g g j ^ ^ 

m^ ? I ̂ f e ^ ^ 1 , 3 ^ 3 T ^ f t ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^T^TT rmcTT 11 ^T^ -
T̂T?fT I 3fk 3^RT # ^ 7 ^ ^ , f ^ Skr f t ? f^TTRft ^ ^ H f ^ 3 ^ ^FT^ 

f̂ TcTTT ̂  ^ 11 3 ^ T̂̂ ?R37̂ ^M ̂  1^T^ | , 1 ^ ^ ^ | i ^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ ^^rcgj 

^ ^°f^^" t rRft l l ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ l l y i^dd< ^ 

3^ f ^ ^ ^7T^ % qM ^ 11^ f r ^ q B ^ ^ x^ mrm % f^ m 

f T 7 | ^ 3 T q F f R t ^ ^ J T c T c W ^ I ^ ^ l T T 3Tq^ ^ I R ^ 33TcTT 11 f ^ R T 3fR s | ? J ^ 

i 7 ^ ^ | l ^ ^ ^ ? t l 7 ^ # H # ^ ^ r f t l ^ TT^ T t ^ 3 ^ ^eWT ^ ^ ^ 

Ft 3fk cT-Ĵ  - F T . c T ^ ^ " T I Z ^ | 3 T T , M s ^ % % ? l t W 3ftT ^ F 1 1 ^ l l 



3̂ 7̂  m ^ ^^^s^ ^ ^ feo^rfe^ ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ ^ f r ? i t i ' 

s i r M ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ĵteft m^ Weft ^ x f t ^ -4^W^ 

| 3TT ^ T T T ^ ^ P f ^ ^ ^ l ^ - 3 c 1 T T ^ 



f t 1 ^ 3Tm!l ci^ ^ 1 ^ 3 ^ ^^MT T? f̂ eTTrn l l ^ ^ 2TT ? ^ - ÔT̂  ^ 

3 ^ t ^ Tf^ ^ ^ ^ m - TToR̂ K 3 ^ 3^7cf̂  I J c ^ Tc^ ^ ?TrSw, ohlcKcilH ^ 

g:? H^ ^ ' ^ qim 8TT afk # f f ^ cT̂  'm r̂ ^ ^Udi TTRTCT %m^ - ^ ^ g^ 

%CT f̂ mfcT ^ "iJeT ^̂ TFn ^cfTf̂  Ffl 3 ^ g? 3^^^FTT ^nWT I ^ f ^ # T ^T^ ^ 

^T^ 3 ^ 1?^ l ^ - " ^ 33t ?ft afh 3Trat T? •̂ TTcfr l l 3 ^ ^ , ' ^ ^^i\ T# | l 

^̂ cĥ H ^teft ^^ 7T|I-an 3 ^ ^ ^ gfri g i 3T^̂  fff 3fl#R ^T ef^ f̂rqrI ^%^ 

TR^TTa îcH^ciii ^ ^ i ^ f ^ p ^ e f t ^ eft ^T f̂cft̂  ^ ^ ^ % q ^ Tf?^ ?r^ 
^ ^ 1 , 3 ^ ^ 3^T^ UT^ -^ tr f t m ^ ddli^lcfl Tjcp ^i^i\^6 2ft, i^flchl 3Te=PT 

g^rrai 3ftT f ^ eft ^ -Jft TTR^ I f ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 T ? f ^ ^ , ^ T ? W ^ # c m 

31^ "̂ t f^RH'I aftr irff ^ ^ Wf "^, 
^;T^,^fte^^f^^^T^=RTFcTT|l^f^ O O O 

^ 3T^^R I f l f 3TT̂  11 Tfte^ ^ i f f f r f t c^ IT^ ^ ^ f | H m ^ H l d 

31^5T eFTcTT 11 3TRT 3 ^ ^ Ft TT| I 3 ^ f W R R 3 ^ 1 ^ 3ft^ ^ t ^ f ^ f i r f ^ 2TT 

^ , F W ^ TRf g i ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ 3 ^ of? ̂  J^ gfr I 3Tr^ H^^'H t^^^m, 

| | ^ c f t ^ 5 c ^ 3 ^ T t ^ 3n^3 f t ^ ' I |S ' 3 ^ ^ t ^ TT^ ^cfcft-TTt IjmT itcT Tft 11 

^ - 3 T T ^ T ^ ^ I ^ ^ T j ^ l ^ f F ^ ^ F f t l ^ ^ Ti^l ^ eFH, ^ 3Tr 3q t^ ^ 

" 5 ^ ^ ^ ? ' '^mft 3TT?qT^ ^ m r l , 1 % H ^ " ^ 3 T ^ 

' ^ I - 3 ^ 1TR PedNll ^ ^^ fmT lc f tT r^ )? t | , fH" iTT^ ' ^WH^r (^ 

i M W f ^ ' i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ F ^ n i ^T?f t tR3RWTfF^ eFT^^TTcfrll 

W f f ^ t f ^ ^ ^ ^5ft^ 3ftT 3 1 ^ T^̂ TT 3^7^ f W ? % # T f ^ % TT^ ^ 

^T%^ ĴTn;3T q ^ TT^ 8TTI 3fR^ qr ^ % cT̂  ̂ T f^:S^ TJ| | ^ T:p( ̂ ^ ^ ^ % # 

c R F F t ^ 7 H ^ t s t ^ l 3 ^ ^ , ^ ^ 1 3 T T ^ ^ 3TtT cTT^T^ 2 ! T l ^ f ^ 

f^wnfr t̂jfesrr eprat I - ?e^ 3 ^ 3^ ^r^ [̂̂  ̂ r i ^ ePft 1 ^ ^ q ^ f^r^ 

(^er^ 3clK ^ eft ^ % ^ ^ T̂T̂  3cR 3Tr| 2ftl 3 ^ 3TCRt ^tTTR 3^1#PTt 



t i m T ^ T f R ^ 5 R f R r 3 3 T I ^ ^ ^ 7 T ^ ^ ' ^ ^ -̂̂ cHI ;5i^ ^ , ^f^ 

iT^ chi^il^cii 3 ^ :mT ^ ^ WT^ "^^ w ^ ' ^ TT^ wi wm\'^'m 
^=Ml ^RldMI % ^ ^ ^Tchdl-%Wr ?T^ ^ ^ I f H cfH^^ fJiJ 3TN̂ IfFT 

^ a fT?^^^f^^%^2nTf^^€TT? 3̂ TcT̂  §̂ TTT %cf̂  % ^n^ 3 ? ^ ^ -

^H^HI^d - 'era^ er^ f̂̂  I' 3^: ^ f%̂  iTT %5RT, ^ ^ ^̂TFfT FT 

cT̂  m TfTcTT |3TT ^ :?f̂  f̂ ^̂  ^ ^ FTCTT | I fcR ^ ^ ^ ^ T?cTT I 3Tf̂  ^ -
T R T F ^ R T I ? ' 5 ^ i x R 3 H i W T r ^ ^ - ' F T ^ ' I ^ 

feFfr37^jfW^M|,^^3TT^^^^I r̂? ^ I , 3T̂ ?JT ^ ^33^ ?t 3̂fHT 
^ 1 ^ H^^ficTi-^, ^ T^t^-FTi TT̂  grfFî  2TT, f̂sRqFr̂ ifFn ênfFT 2TT1 ( ^ 

ŜTT? ̂  ^ ^ ^W U[Wf WH f̂ OT 8TT, ?TTfqcT 'ijfiT tR ^̂5TK ^ W f ^ ^ 

3^T^ x f F ^ ^ ^ grrf f̂rar? i § ^ ? fcR airfpr^ ^ ^ |3TT flî  ^ w ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 3TTt ^MT ^ ^T^ ^ ^ ^ ? ? ^ ^ R T ^ W f t 3 T r | , ^ ^ ^ t ^ ^ F t 

f%Ht ^ 1 1%fejT 3^ 1 ^ aft 3fh[ 3FI^3TTiMg^rT^^^I 

{^) 



- •gqtcT f W R , fllrikr Hldchlrii (fl[rfkT ^ ) , 

i ^ i^m^, ^fni-Hl mc^, mcmw 

ĝ̂ r? 5̂r̂  ^MH ^nrr eft WT " ^ 8TT1% Tjcft TTR ̂ ^ H f ^ T̂T Trfarr eft ̂  f^ 

fwn^TFJ f t ^^TT^ -^ i ^ ^ ; w r ^ 'q^^T^ f^ I §fr^ I Tj;̂  ^ ^ i w -
^ fcT^ TpT 8tl ^ ^ ^ f^ ' "mf l " f ^ ^ ^ T ^ ? " 

" H d d d ^ 1 ^ 3JMcbd 3TTsraiT ^ "3TR f^ ^ ! TT îTr̂  T T ^ effft ^TR 

g p Hflldl f ^ T ^ r l l " ; 5 R % 3 T T ^ ^ ^ I " 

" ^ ^ H^HIdl?" " ' ^ ^ ? " - ^ 3^Hmm # i p 
" 3 q ^ ' q T f T T t T t s ! ^ s ^ T : r ^ ^ ^ % f̂ RTTl 

^ ' q STR 3TTrt̂  ^ - q r ^ 11 % ^ t ^ "3TR?" 
jpn ^ w 11" '' 3TR 3r̂qTT F I W ^ ^liRi^m I'' 

" 'qrl Tĵ ! ̂  f ^ TTTTZ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ gffer 3fFt w ^ ^^ i ̂ 15%^ ^ ^ 1 
^ ^ r ^ l " " 3TnpT dli^lii ^1 54lci[^ TTI TTFcTR 

"'^m HddG(?" 3 f r ^ - ^ ^ 3TFr ^ i:iRT ^ ^ 

"^ 'Tt̂ TcTT' chî llHijT [ d ^ d l f l " ^R^ 3 ^ T ^ ^ - ^ STT^ ^^3R ^RR eFTT I 

" 3fr? 3ft!-R fq^ ' i jc^ Tjzn I " ^^\ fes ^ 3TT5rM ^ g ^ q ^ sftr 

3fR TT^ ̂ R fe^ <M1CJ ^ % Tf̂  ^ 1 -qry^ i ^- j j j T T ^ ^ I^t^lM^ ^ ^ ^̂ TT 'iTFt 

?t-fr-# I sfrr ^ 3 ^ 'qr^ fs?^ arr̂ Rt ^ 3rr ^ 11 -irt^ q' fm^, n̂r ^ anw Ft 
STR ^?TT^ f w ^ eFH i ^ 1 q ^ ^Ten ^ f ^ 3 f r g % ^ T ^ I , 

"?n ^ ^ ? " - • ^ 3R7ira ^t^R ^2T ft errat-WT î ^ i r f t % 'w^.' 
3TMTWT Î ^^q^-'q^T^I fTR^ p^ '-^lu' % ^ 

' ' ^ Fc^eljid I " - 3^Ff^ 3TRT T̂cTR ^cbcbv ^ t ^ q f^ - -^ : cfTrf % TTTST ^ '^t 

^ TT^ 7T?r]- 'qr I c^lRsld ^ f̂TOT I ^ T̂tTT ^rT TTTT gt ^TfR 



,TO«5M*ft#- sTFTwti^a»WTH3fr;tn»?ftTff 

3raHf5Bt3#ira^i?rtHl^ftHii«3^ ^si-gro sft f̂mS far ^ 33#-CT5WI 

^j^^i,, •5rTfii(?)'3n^8fti5Tia^«iTig3s 

3^ . ^ I ^ ^ ^™^ ^ 3,#H ^ ^ n .^ . "^ ^^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ -



'JjrftFf 3efZ TjuT m l % FFTTcTH f t ^ - ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ T^t^ |3TT ?TTI ̂  ^ ^ 3Th 

gz^T, 3TTWfcfr 3 ^ 3 ^ TTI^f^ ( " ^ ) 3 ^ # T f R ^f^T^ U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I j ;^ 3Tq^ 

obKHlî ' cfprff ^ ^ ^ T | 2̂ 1 cTFT 3 ^ ^ F T ^ % f ^ J ^ TJ^ ^ ^ X | 2̂ 1 TT'̂ t 

sl^l^fl g f t ^ J ^ ^ T l ^ | - ^ ^ m ^ f ? i 5 3Tq^ WTT ^ mr ^r«R-'^tcTeff ^ ^ ^ 

WTW ^ ^ T?r an I ^ ^ ^ •^ TTTST I ^ TT^ 3̂?TT2fT ĉTT "^ 2̂  I 3 n % T T J f ^ % "5rgTI 

^RT 00%'iff ^ tf%I-^ ^jjt^ :qf P̂J? 3 ^ - ^Tc^ ^ ^ • ^ ^gJeT STTI ^ ^ ÊITcTf 

" a f t . ^ . •̂  3 T t ^ - f l R ^ ^ ^ T̂cT 'TTfZ' • ^ ^dn^li ^ '^3R^ 2(11 ^ ^ 3T^^ 

" p 5 ^ ^ ^ l % c n T ' l j , [ ^ i d ' e f t 2TTI f ^ ^ TRfk ^ R ^ r y ^ l ^ - ^ ĤFTFT 

^ T T T i T i ^ m | 3 T T ? " - ^ a r ^ ^ f g r t s r ^ R ^ |TT t%^^ THTI zf^rro^-^ ^ - T T T 

f̂ F^ Î Tpjr, irft affTcT ^ ^-cidi f an 13;̂  T I T ^ 

^ 11 3TRH ^ y l d l ^ I " . 1 % ^ Tmm e M % %Tf tjR R:|Mohl |3Tr 

"IT c '̂lc l̂fg^g^^^ i\i\i\\^ -^rm" ^ ^^ TT4 g ^ TjF̂  F̂TT (F( V^ 

qr ^ ^ , HFRT'i^^ ^1 "̂  ^ 1 ^ ̂  ^ " ^ ^% ^ , ^ n^ "5^ TPT̂  3 ^ 

"3ft. ^ . "(imj (§mT) wrm am" wt^ra^n ?TTI 3 ^ 3T^ftTr^^n--4.R^ 

"3ft7T^^m 2 T T I " - ^ ^ ^ ^ r - "m3^^^qTfei^^,f^wrm 

^li3frFft^^q^R"4 3 T ^ f ^ i ^ ^ - "^^^feiM^,^m|(^?rT%^) 
11 ^ W ? ^ ^ T ^ 2%T ^ " ^ ^ t ^ f e ^ ^ 3TtRt ^rr^rfJRt ^ t̂ fHT^T^ 3T1^"gT^ 

f ^ I ^ 3 T K ' q - | " . ^^TH^^MrremTTr-^7TTTTnt(?)l3^T[Ht 

^ff^, 3TR^yTdiHI S T F t l T ^ I " - IT^ - " m g T r ^ g T T , ^ 3 T q ^ ^ 5 T ^ n T s B t 

^ s r f ^ ^ f g f t g j f ^ ^ m ^ ^ -JTnff-^ ^ ^ ' ^ 3TT:FrT ̂ TRTflT^Tlif ^ T?T I r ' 



- " ^ 3 ^ cTRTR" 3TeFT-3T^FT ^ 'fW^fkVW 

^TcTf ^ , ^ - ^ 3TTFik ^ ^ T ^ 3TCRT Mri^W^, ^^o^fWrfl 
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